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FAMILY CONTRIBUTION SCHEDULE FOR THE BASIC
EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROGRAM, 1974

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3. 1974

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION OF THE

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuiint to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room
_4232, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Claiborne Pell. subcom-
mittee chairman, presiding.

Present :Senator Pell.
Committee staff present: Stephen J. Wexler, counsel; Richard D.

Smith, associate counsel, Jean S. Frohlicher, associates counsel; and
Roy H. Millenson, minority staff director.

Senator PELL. The Subcommittee on Education will come to order.
I welcome all of you and apologize for being a little late.
Today we will be discussing the basic educational opportunity grant

program family contribution schedule.
As required law, this schedule must be submitted to the Congress

for its review.
This is indeed a continuing effort of oversight on the part of the

subcommittee to see that the original intent of the legislation is carries;
out by the administering agency.

Our experience with the family contribution schedule has been
rather hit or miss. The original proposed schedule was, to our mind,
much too stringent in its treatment of assets, social security income,
and its treatment of the independent student.

Last year, some modifications in the schedule were made through
consultation between the Congress and the Office of Education. I
understand that the most recent family contribution schedule is more
in line still with original congressional intent.

Here, I would specifically note the treatment of assets, social
security and veterans' benefits, and treatment of the independent
student. I understand that these factors will be discussed by the Com-
missioner, and I do hope that the witnesses following the Commis-
sioner will, if they have comments on these subjects, make them
known to us.

I welcome Commissioner Bell here today and invite you to intro-
duce the rest,of your panel,

(1)



2

STATEMENT OF HON. T. H. BELL, U.S. COMMISSIONER OF EDUCA-
TION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE;
ACCOMPANIED BY S. W. HERRELL, ACTING DEPUTY COMMIS-
SIONER, BUREAU OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, OFFICE OF
EDUCATION; JOHN D. PHILLIPS, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR
STUDENT ASSISTANCE, BUREAU or POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,
OFFICE OF EDUCATION; PETER K. U. VOIGT, DIRECTOR, DIVISION
OF BASIC GRANTS, BUREAU OF POSTSECONDAPY _EDUCATION,
OFFICE OF EDUCATION; AND CHARLES M. COOKE, JR., DEPUTY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEGISLATION (EDUCATION), DE-
PARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Mr. BELL. Thank vou, Mr. Chairman.
We have Charles M. Cooke, Jr., the Deputy Assistant Secretary for

Legislation; Bill Herrell, the Actin°. Deputy Commissioner, Bureau of
Postsecondary Education; John D. Phillips, Associate Commissioner
for Student Assistance, Bureau of Postsecondary Education; and
Peter K. U. Voigt, Director, Division of Basic "Grants, Bureau of
Postsecondary Education.

Senator PELL. Thank you.
Mr. BELL. Mr. Chairman, knowing the pressure of time, I will

abbreviate and paraphrase my testimony if that is preferred, rather
than reading the entire statement.

Senator PELL. You may do that.
Please proceed.
Mr. BELL. We are pleased to report that we are receiving 25,000

to 30,000 application forms per week, and have received over 1 million
applications to date. This compares to 500,000 applications for the
entire first year of operation. We attribute this increase in volume to
several factors.

First, as a result of your timely action on the 1973-74 family
contribution schedules, we were able to print and distribute the basic
grant applications by March. This allowed us to reach many poten-
tially eligible students while they were still in school.

Secondly, the comprehensive training effort which was conducted
between April and June of this year resulted in an increased awareness
of the basic grant program on the part of high school guidance coun-
seloes, postsecondary school officials, and others who are in a position
to assist students in making decisions regarding postsecondary
education.

These training sessions were conducted tinder a contract with the
National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators, the
N ational Association of College and University Business Officers, and
the American Personnel and Guidance Association.

During this spring, over 500 sessions were held throughout th3
country, and we were very pleased with the extent of participation a'
the secondary and postsecondary levels.

Finally, we believe that the financial aid community is much more
comfortable with the program this year, and a number of the opera-
tional and administrative problems experienced in the first sear have
been alleviateil
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In addition to these ongoing activities for the current academic year,
we are also well underway with preparations to operate the program
for the 1975-76 academic year. As you may recall from our testimony
last year, we are making every effort to improve further the timing of
the basic grant program for the next academic year.

A critical part of this effort is, of course, the approval of the 1975-76
family contribution schedules. Our goal is to have next year's applica-
tion forms printed and distributed to all high schools and institutions
of postsecondary education by the end of January 1975.

Since the basic grant is intended to be the first step in building a
student's aid package, it is most desirable to have applications
available at that in order to permit financial aid officers to
coordinate effectively the basic grant with other sources of assistance
for students.

In order to meet these objectives, we will need to have resolution on
the family contribution schedules by November 1, 1974. If that dead-
line is not met, the Government Printing Office has informed us that
our printing schedule will have to be revised substantially and we will
not have our materials printed and distributed until significantly later
than January.

We are hopeful, therefore, that we can work with you and your
staff in achieving an early agreement on modifications to the schedules.

In the current academic year, with total funding of $475 million
plus the carryover, Basic Grant awards for first- and second year
students range from$50 to $1,050, with an average grant of $690.

Given the level of fundingmaximum $685 millionwe are likely
to receive in the fiscal year 1975 appropriation, to cover first-, second-,
and third-year students in the 1975-76 school year, we will be forced
to reduce awards below the levels for the current year without making
any revisions from the 1974-75 family contribution schedules at all.

Our estimate of the funding level necessary to maintain the current
award levels for the three classes of students was $762.5 million. This
estimate was based on the 1974 family contribution schedules.

With a $650 million to $685 million level of funding, awards will be
lower in 1975-76 than they are now. Substantial liberalizations in the
family contribution schedules would result in an even greater reduc-
tion in the student awards because of increased eligibility. Thus, the
changes we are proposing will result in reduced awards, some of which
may be considerably reduced below the awards for the current year,
and any additional revisions will increase this reduction.

Mr. Chairman, I will now discuSs our proposed changes.
The first modification we would propose is an adjustment to the

family size offsets. We would maintain the base which has been in use
and make an adjustment for expected inflation as measured by the 1974
Consumer Price Index. An illustration of the impact of this proposal
is attached as exhibit A.

Our second proposal is a change in the treatment of social security
and veterans' benefits to the student. As you know, one of the con-
tinuing problems we have had is the treatment of the "effective income
of the student," which is defined by law to include any amount paid
to or on behalf of a student under the Social Security. Act, which
would not be paid if he were not a student, and one-half of any amount
-of additional benefits paid through the Veterans' Administration.

8
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Since benefits paid under the Social Security Act or through the
Veterans' Administration are paid to students because they are
students, they appear to be for educational purposes and are a signifi-
cant factor in the calculation of the student's eligibility index.

However; the assumption that social security benefits, continued for
full-time students after they reach the age of 18, are available for
postsecondary education may be faulty for two major reasons.

Under the social security system, dependent children may receive
social security benefits until the age of 18 unless a dependent child
continues his or her education on a full-time basis, in which case the
benefits are paid until the age of 22. It is the amount of these benefits
received between the ages of 18 and 22 which are considered to be
"effective income of the student."

since these benefits would not be paid to r on behalf of these
children if they were not to continue their education, we have assumed
that they could be expected as a direct contribution for educational
purposes.

While this modification did alleviate some of the problems we had
encountered, it appears that this treatment still results in inequities
for many recipients of social security benefits.

We would propose, therefore, that the social security and veterans'
educational benefits be included in and treated as "other family
income." We feel that this proposed change will recognize the fact
that these benefits are, in many cases, based upon family maintenance
requirements and are not based upon the student status of one family
member.

An illustration of the effect of this proposed change is attached as
exhibit B.

We should point out, however, that for a number of social security
recipientsthose who are from two member familiesthe current
treatment of social security benefits appears to be satisfactory and

equitable since the amount of benefits received by the family is reduced
if the applicant does not continue his or her education after the age
of 18.

It would, however, be extremely difficult for us to collect the
necessary data and make determinations on the portion of the family's
social security support which is based upon the applicant's student
status.

A second and much more serious concern is the impact which this
proposed revision would have on recipients of veterans' benefits.

As you know, there are two kinds of veterans' benefits which are
included in the definition of "effective income of the student." The
first is survivors' benefits which are very similar in nature to social
security benefits. The second is GI bill payments which are clearly
for educational purposes.

Since only 50 percent of veterans' benefits are considered in the
basic grant system, a definite and strong advantage is given to GI
bill recipients. However, we feel that this inequity is not as serious
as that faced by social security recipients and is one that we are willing
to live with during the existing 1975-76 academic year in order to
give priority to correcting the problems of social security recipients.

This is not the best way to treat veterans' benefits and, accordingly,
we intend to seek remedial action as part of our legislative program
for higher education next year.
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Our third proposed change deals with the treatment of assets. We
do feel, therefore, that our position regarding the consideration of
assets in the schedules, and our definition of those assets which are
considered, provide for a reasonable and justifiable approach in
measuring a family's financial strength.

In the 1973-74 schedules, the amount of assets which was considered
in the formula was that amount which remained after deductions were
made for any debts against the assets and an asset reserve of $7,500.

This treatment was revised in 1974-75 to provide for an offset
against the contribution from assets in those cases where allowable
deductions from income exceed the family's income. /This revised
treatment has greatly reduced the numerous problems we experienced
last year with families having farm and small business assets.

We are, however, still concerned about those families who have the
bulk of their assets in home equity, especially those with low- and
lower-middle incomes. We are

i
proposing, therefore, that the asset

ireserve of $7,500, which is now in use, be increased to $8,500.
According to our latest statistics on 1974-75 basic grant applicants,

the overall net median home equity of all dependent applicants
having home equity, is $10,535. 'The median asset position of those
families with home equity and who have incomes of below $9,000 per
year is below The $8,500 offset that we are proposing.

We believe that by increasing the asset reserve to this level, we
would alleviate the problems we have receatly experienced. An
illustration of the proposed change in the treatment of assets is
attached as exhibit C.

The last change we would propose deals with the independent
student who was employed on a full-time basis in the base year but who
has left his job in order to pursue postsecondary education.

Currently, the independent student's eligibility is calculated on base
year income data. The only provisions which would allow an inde-
pendent student to file a basic grant application, using estimated
current year income data, are (1) the inability of the applicant to
pursue normal income-producing activities due to disability or natural
disaster, (2) the separation or divorce of the applicant since the time
the basic grant application was filed, and (3) the death of a spouse
whose income was included in the calculation of family income.

Therefore, the independent applicant who was employed on a full-
time basis and earned income in the base year has often been deter-
mined to be ineligible for basic grant assistance even though the
income earned during that time is no longer available.

Accordingly, we are proposing a revision which would permit all
independent applicants, who were not students in the base year and
who were employed on a full-time basis, to file a basic grant application
using estimated current year income data.

We are proposing this change with some reservation, however. One
of the critical conceins we have is allowing what may be a significant
number of applicants to use estimated income in applying for basic
grants.

A number of recent studies show that estimated income is unreliable
at times, and may not, in some cases, be a valid base to use in deter-
mining need for financial aid programs.

0-848 0 - IS - 2
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We are very much aware of this and will be developing methods to
verify the estimated data provided by these applicants to be sure that
abuses do not occur.

Under the regulation that we would draft to implement this change,
the student would be subject to a later adjustment in any initial pay-
ment. We will be examining possible mechanism to accomplish this.

In summary, we believe that the proposed changes in the treatment
of family size offsets, social security and veterans' educational bene-
fits, assets, and independent students will significantly improve the
family contribution schedules for the basic grant program.

We have also provided you with some statistical tables on the im-
pact of the current family contribution schedules on 1974-75
applicants.

I shall be pleased to review these statistical materials with you
and then answer any questions you may have.

Senator PELL. I understand that the form is still very complicated,
I think it would be good if a copy of the application form was included
in the record at this point together with your prepared statement.

Mr. BELL. Yes, sir; we will do that.
I am also hearing about the complexity of the forms.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bell along with the information

referred to follows:)
.._._

1i
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to be with you today to discuss the Basic Educational

Opportunity Grant Program and to share with you our proposals for modifying

the Family Contribution Schedules for the 1975-76 academic year.

Before we begin a detailed discussion of the Family Contribution

Schedules, I would like to take this opportunity to give you a brief

status report on the current operation of the Basic Grant Program.

We are pleased to report that we are receiving 25-30,000 application

forms per week and have received over 1,000,000 applications to date.

This compares to 500,000 applications for the entire first year of

operation. We attribute this increase in volume to several factors.

First, as a result of your timely action on the 1974-75 Family Contribution

Schedules, we were able to print and distribute the Basic Grant applications

by March. This allowed us to reach many potentially eligible students

while they were still in school. Secondly, the cosprehensive training

effort which was conducted between April and June of this year resulted

in an increased awareness of the Basic Grant Program on the part of high

school guidance counselors, postsecondary school officials, and others

who are in a position to assist students in making decisions regarding

postsecondary education. These training sessions were conducted under a

contract with the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators,

the Uational Association of College and University Business Officers,'

and the American Personnel and Guidance Association. During this Spring

over 500 sessions were held throughout the country, and we were very
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pleased with the extent of participation at the secondary and postsecondary

levels. Finally, we believe that the finacial aid community is much

more comfortable with the Program this yearend a number of the operational

and administrative problems experienced in the first year have been

alleviated.

The fact that the number of eligible postsecondary schools has

increased from about 4,300 at the beginning of 1973-74 to approximately

5,500 now, allows students even greater flexibility in determining their

own educational goals. in addition, since most of these schools are

acting as disbursing agents for the Program, we have already issued

initial authorizations totaling about $240 million to these schools to

cover awards to first and second year students for the first half of the

current school year. These initial authorizations will, of course, be

adjusted throughout the year to reflect the actual utilization of Basic

Grant funds at each school.

friaddition to thew: ongoing activities for the current academic

year, we are also well 1.34r way with preparations to operate the Program

for the 1975-76 academic year. As you may recall from our testimony

last year, we are making every effort to further improve the timing of

the Basic Grant Program for the next academic year. A critical part of

this effort is, of course, the approval of the 1975-76 Family Contribution

Schedules. Our goal is to have next year's application forms printed

and distributed to all high schools and institutions of postsecondary

,..ication by the end of January 1975.

1.4
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Since the Basic Grant is intended to be the first step in building

a student's aid package, it is most desirable to have applications

available at that time in order to permit financial aid officers to_

coordinate effectively the Basic Grant with other sources of assistance

for students. In order to meet these objectives, we will need to have

resolution on the Family Contribution Schedules by /November 1, 1974. If

that deadline is not met, the Government Printing Office has informed us

that our printin4 schedule will have to be revised substantially and we

will not have our materials printed and distributed until significantly

later than January.

hopeful, therefore, that we can work with you and your staff

in achieving an early agreement on modifications to the Schedules.

Before we discuss the proposed changes we are recommending, I would

like to make some general comments on the Family Contribution Schedules.

We think that it is extremely important to bear in mind, during

this review of the Schedules, that the purpose of any need analysis

system is to act as a method of distributing resources.

I am aware that the Basic Grant formula has received same severe

criticism regarding its "strictness". It has been suggested that we are

employing a "rationing" system rather than a method which accurately

measures a family's ability to finance a student's education. Much

criticism arises from differences in various families' perceptions of

ability--or willingness--to pay, which involves value judgments regarding

a family's standard of living.

Another point you may want to keep in mind during these discussions

of the Schedules is the relationship between the Family Contribution
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Schedules and the appropriation and how that relationship affects the

level of student awards.

In the current academic year, with total funding of $475 million

plus the carryover, Basic Grant awards for first and second year students

range from 550 to 51,050, with an average grant of $690. Given the

level of funding (maximum 5685 million) we are likaly to receive in the

FY 1975 appropriation, to cover first, second, and third year students

in the 1975-76 school year, we will be forced to reduce awards below the

levels for the current year without making any revisions from the 1974-

75 Family Contribution Schedules at all. Our estimate of the funding

level necessary to maintain the current award levels for the three

classes of students was 5762,500,000. This estimate was based on the

1974 Family Contribution Schedules. With a 5650-685 million level of

funding, awards will be lower in 1975-76 than they are now. Substantial

liberalizations in the Family Contribution Schedules would result in an

even greater reduction in the student awards because of increased eligibility.

Thus, the changes we are proposing will result in reduced awards, some

of which may be considerably reduced below the awards for the current

year, and any additional revisions will increase this reduction.

We would, at this time, like to explain the changes we are proposing

to be made in Lhe Family Contribution Schedules. These changes, we

believe, reflect some of the major concerns which have been raised

during this past year. These concerns have included the family size

offsets; the treatment of social security and veterans benefits; the

treatment of assets; and the treatment of independent students who leave

their jobs to pursue postsecondary education. We have already outlined
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these changes for you in my letter of September 20. However, we would

like to review these proposals for the record.

1. Family Size Offsets

The first modification we would propose is an adjustment to the

family size offsets. We would maintain the base which has been in use

and make an adjustment for expected inflation as measured by the 1974

Consumer Price Index. An illustration of the impact of this proposal is

attached as Exhibit A.

2. Treatment of Social Security and Veterans Benefits to the Student

As you know, another one of the continuing problems we have had is

the treatment of the "effective income of the student," which is defined

by law to include any amount paid to or on behalf of a student under the

Social Security Act which would not be paid it hs were not a student and

one-half of any amount of educational benefits paid through the Veterans

Administration. Since benefits paid under the Social Secyrity Act or

through the Veterans Administration are paid to students because they

are students, they appear to be for educational purposes and are a

significant fac,or in the calculation of the student's eligibility

index.

However, the assumption that social security benefits,

continued for full-time students after they reach the age of 18, are

available for postsecondary education may be faulty for twr major reasons.

Under the social security system, dependent children may receive

social security benefits until the age of 18 unless a dependent child

I -1
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continues his or her education on a full-time basis, in which case the

benefits are paid until the age of 22. It is the amount of these benefits

received between the ages of 18 and 22 which are considered to be "effective

income of the student." Since these benefits would not be gait to or on

behAlf of these children if they were not to continue their education,

we have assumed that they could be expected as a direct contribution for

educational purposes.

Information from the Social Security Administration proves that, for

many student beneficiaries, this is not a fair expectation as the following

example illustrates.

Assuming that the family unit consists of a mother and two dependent

children and the father is deceased, the amount of social security

benefits paid to the family is determined in the following manner:

A. A formula is applied to the base salary of the father to

obtain the primary insurance amount (PIA).

B. The PIA is multiplied by a percentage, (at this time 150%), to

obtain a family maximum. For purposes of this example assume a

family maximum of $400 per month. The amount which can be paid to

the mother and each dependent child is calculated on the basis of

75 percent of the PIA for each family member.

Mother's benefits
1st child's benefits t:
2nd child's benefits 205

Total benefits . $615

.C, Since the family maximum cannot exceed $400, each family member's

benefits are reduced on a pro rata basis to come within the $400.

ti

0-348 0 - 75 - 3

18
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Mother's benefits $134
1st child's ttnefits 133
2nd child's benefits . 133
Total benefits $400

D. If the first child reaches the age of 18 and does not continue

his or her education, the distribution of benefits paid to or on -

behalf of the mother and remaining child is redetermined by taking

a different pro rata reduction of the total which may beaid in

order to come within the family maximum.

Mother's benefits $200
Child's benefits 200
Total benefits $400

Therefore, the child's decision regarding the continuation of his

education has no impact on the total amount of social security

benefits paid to the family.

It is, therefore, very difficult to justify the present requirement

that in all cases we consider all of the applicant's social security

benefits as being available to meet the costs of his postsecondary

education.

I have been advised that this issue was of primary concern in

discussions with the Committee on the current Family Contribution Schedules.

As a result of these discussions, the treatment of "effective income of

the student" was modified. In the 1973-74 academic year, the amount of

these benefits was included as a 100 percent contribution in the determination

of student eligibility. For the 1974-75 academic year the formula

provides that in those cases where the allowable offsets against the

total family income exceed the amount of that income, a deduction is

made from the effective income of the student to offset this negative

amount.
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While this modification did alleviate some of the problems we had

encountered, it appears that this treatment still results in inequities

for many recipients of social security benefits. We would propose,

therefore, that the social security and veterans educational benefits be

included in and treated as "other family income." We feel that this

proposed change will recognize the fact that these benefits are, in many

cases, based upon family maintenance requirements and are not based upon

the student status of one family member. An illustration of the effect

of this proposed change is attached as Exhibit B.

We should point out, however, that for a number of social security

recipients (those who are from two member families) the current treatment

of social security benefits appears to be satisfactory and equitable

since the amount of benefits-received by the family is reduced if the

applicant does not continue his or her education after the age of 18.

It would, however, be extremely difficult for us to collect the necessary

data and make determinations on the portion of the family's social

security support which is based upon the applicant's student status.

A second and much more serious concern is the impact which this

proposed revision would have on recipients of veterans benefits. As you

know, there are two kinds of veterans benefits which are included in the

definition of "effective income of the student." The first is survivors

benefits which are very similar in nature to social security benefits.

The second is G.I. Bill payments which are clearly for educational

purposes. Since only fifty percent of veterans benefits are considered

in the Basic Grant system, a definite and strong advantage is given to

G.I. Bill recipients. However, we feel that this inequity is not as

serious as that faced by social. security recipients and is one that we

20
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are willing to live with during the existing 1975-76 academic }ear in

order to give priority to correcting the problems of social securit-y.

recipients. This is not the best way to treat veterans benefits and,

accordingly, we intend to seek remedial action as part of our legislative

program for Higher Education next year.

3. Treatment of Assets

As I am sure you know, the treatment of assets in the Basic Grant

Schedules has been the subject of considerable debate since the inception

of the program. Recently, there has been some discussion regarding

eliminating assets completely from the Schedules or exempting certain

kinds of assets (e.g., home equity) from consideration.

We believe, however, that assets must be considered in the Basic

Grant Schedules because they contribute significantly to a family's

financial strength.

The next issue which has been raised in the long debate over assets

is the suggestion that only "liquid" assets be considered. However, as

you can imagine, the distinction between "liquid" and "non-liquid"

assets is a difficult one to make and one which involves a significant

degree of individual discretion and judgment. This again is a matter

which would require value judgments regarding a family's lifestyle and

personal financial objectives.

We do feel, therefore, that our positibn regarding the consideration

of assets in the Schedules, and our definition of those assets which are

2i
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consiAtreA, provide for a reasonable and justifiable approach in measuring

a familv's financial strength.

In the 1973-74 Schedules, the amount of assets which was conzidered

in the formula was that amount which remained after deductions were made

for any debts against the assets and an asset reserve of $7,500.

This treatment was revised in 1974-75 to provide for an offset

Lgainst the contribution from assets in those cases where allowable

deductions from income exceed the family's income. This revised treatment

has greatly reduced the numerous problems we experienced last year with

families having farm and small business assets.

We are, however, still concerned about those families who have the

bulk of their assets in home equity, especially those with low and

lower-middle incomes. We are proposing, therefore, that the asset

reserve of $7,500, which is now in use, be increased to $8,500. According

to our latest statistics on 1974-75 Basic Grant applicants, the overall

net median home equity position of all dependent applicants having home

equity, is $10,535. The median asset position of those families with

home equity and who have incomes of below $9,000 per year is below the

$8,500 offset that we are proposing.

We believe that by increasing the asset reserve to this level, we

would alleviate the problems we have recently experienced. An illustration

of the proposed change in the treatment of assets is attached as Exhibit C.

4. Treatment of Independent Students

The last change we would propose deals with the independent student

who was employed on a full-time basis in the base year but who has left

2
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his job in order to pursue postsecondary education. Currently, the

independent student's eligibility is calculated on base year income

data. The only provisions which would allow an independent student to

file a Basic Grant application using estimated current year income data

are (1) the inability of the applicant to pursue normal income-producing

activities due to disability or ritural disaster, (2) the separation or

divorce of the applicant since the time the Basic Grant application was

filed, and (3) the death of a spouse whose income was included in the

calculation of family contribution.

Therefore, the independent applicant who was employed on a full -

time basis and earned income in the base year has often been determined

to be ineligible for Basic Grant assistance even though the income

earned during that time is no longer available.

Accordingly, we are proposing a revision which would permit all

independent applicants, who were not students in the base year and who

were employed on a full -time basis, to file a Basic Grant application

using estimated current year income data.

We are proposing this change with some reservation, however. One

of the critical concerns we have is allowing what may be a significant

number of applicants to use estimated income in applying for Basic

Grants.

A number of recent studies show that estimated income is unreliable

at times, and may not in some cases be a valid base to use in determining

need for financial aid programs, we are very much aware of this and

will be developing math/Nis to verify the estimated data provided by
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these applicants to be surd that abuses do not occur. Under the regulations

that we would draft to implement this change, the student would be

subject to a later adjustment in any initial payment. We will be examining

possible mechanisms to accomplish this.

In summary, we believe that the proposed changes in the treatment

of family size offsets, social security and veterans educational benefits,

assets, and independent students will significantly improve the Family

Contribution Schedules for the basic Grant program.

We have also provided you with some statistical tables on the impact

of the current Family Contribution Schedules on 1974-75 applicants.

I shall be pleased to review these statistical materials with you

and then answer any questions you may have.

24
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EA; b 1*-1. A

Illustration of Proposed Change in the Family Sin Offsets

Family of 4 - 1 parent working
Family Income - $6.000
Income Tax Paid - 0
One Child in College

74-75 Offsets Frowned Offsets

Family Income COO 6.000
Less Family Sise Offset 4.640s...-- 5.115....--Discretionary Income 1.350 045

Times Expectation Rate .20. = .20
Expectation from Income $ 215 $ 177
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Illustration of Proposed Change in the Treatment of
Social Security Benefits

Family of 4 - 1 parent working
Family Income - $6,000
Income Tax paid - 0
Social Security Benefits to Student - $1,200

Present Method Proposed Change

Family Income 6,000 6,000

Other Income 0 11200
6,000

..
7,200Total Family Income

Less Family Size Offset 5.115* 5,115

Discretionary Income 1115 2,015

Times Expectation Rate .20 .20
Expectation from Income 177 417

Effective Income of the Student 1,200 gar

Expectation from Effective Income 1,200 0

Expectation from Income and.
Effective Income of the Student $1,377 $ 417

Note that the proposed Family Size Offset has been used to illustrate
change in the treatment of social security benefits only.

**Proposed change includes effective income of the student in other income.

i 1 r'''

41-846 0 - 25 - 1

26
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Illustration of Proposed Change in the Treatment of Assets

Family of 4 - 1 parent working
Family Inc Ome - $6.000
Income Tax paid - 0
Net Assets of Family $9,000
One Child in College

Present Method Proposed Change
Family Income 6.000 6.000Less Family Size Offset 5.115* 5.115Discretionary Income 885 885Times Expectation Rate .20 .20Expectation from Income 177 177

Net Assets 9,000 9,000Less Asset Reserve 7,500 8,500Available Assets 1.500 500Times Expectation Rate .05 .05Expectation from Assets $ 75 $ 25
Expectation from Income and

Assets $ 252 $ 202

*Note that the proposed 1975-76 Family Size Offset has been used to illustrate
the asset change only.

V -, 2'''4
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Instructions
It Is important that you read the Instructions while cont.
nesting the form. if the form is completed correctly, your
application can be processed without unnecessary coley.

'entry attempt has been mode to Include only those quer
tions that are absolutely necessary. All information will,
of course, be treated confidentially.

TO COMPLETE THE APPUCATION FORM:

-PLEASE REMOVE THE APPLICATION
FORM CAREFULLY BEFORE COMPLET-
ING IT.

-PLEASE PRINT ALL INFORMATION IN
BALL-POINT PEN' OR IN INK.

-AS YOU ENTER INFORMATION ON
THIS APPLICATION, PLACE ONLY ONE
LETTER OR NUMBER IN EACH SMALL
BOX:

EXAMPLE; 3007.110131NIEINI
-ENTER AMOUNTS IN DOLLARS; OMIT
CENTS. DO NOT LEAVE DOLLAR ITEMS
BLANK; ENTER A ZERO (0) IF THE ITEM
DOES NOT APPLY TO YOU. DO NOT
USE WORDS SUCH AS "UNKNOWN,"
"NONE," OR "SAME."

-SEND THE COMPLETED FORM TO:
BEOG PROGRAM
BOX 2264
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20013

2

SOCTION A.4110PUCA/17
NPONIATION

1.4. Enter the appropriate infomation. Your
social socalty number must be pro.
tided In order to process the applies.
don.

4. If you hese drool veliminery decision
about the school or college you will
most Maly be attending during the
1974-75 saidemk year. enter Its name
and address. If you have not yet dr
tided on a particular school. you may
leave this item blank. Use aterstis-
Done as necessary.

1149, Enter the appropriete Information. Use
abbreviations when necessary. The
State Code for addressee is printed at
the debt.

7. If you are single, without dependent.

omit question 7.
If you In married or have dependents.
reed both a and b below:

e. Enter
hold. Inhc utdote a

l
p uarse

o,f
. pu e

uand

children who are dependent on you
for more than half their support.
Also Include other persons who are
related to you or living with you and
for whom you provide more then
half their support. If you are del
toned or separated, do not Include
you r spou se.

b. Enter the number of persons listed
In item 7a above who will be attend-
ing Poet-high school educational
Institutions during the 1974-75
academic year. Include only those
who will be attending on at least a
halftime bells. Do not Include
family members who coin be enrolled
In nininiliniY. Junior high or high
school during the 1974-75 ace-
demk year.

1. Enter the *proud.% Informetbn.

MN NIP*
Ak. 01
soma Of
Oak. vs

COM. NO
04/ II
OC. s
AN 13
Oa.

le
147.11 I
NON

NW
IL

III

NYC 33
Kw. 21
la 22
W 33
INN

m
t4
II..II

Ulm 27
311

ime.v. se
bat
NW 31
Nee. 22

33NIL
NJ. 31
WINN 211
SO. 31
N.C. S7
NOR. 31

Om 40
211

Z. 1;P.m
Noe 43

SC.
Ill 41

120.1Tim
41

TR 10Wn 40
Vs. 10

V& g

NOS
MUM NI

ate:111-

OMNI
own
ear
MI NMI
120ra

IN01111
7.

ON lisns



SUCTION 11DAUNT INFORMATION

NOTE: Whenever the term "patent- Is used, this MUM your
mother or father or any person who provides, or did provide,
more than half your support. if your parents are separated or
divorced, only Infomatton appINs to the parent who
provides the largest amount of your support should be
submitted.

9-11. Enter the approprIste information.
12. Enter the total size of your resents' household. Include

yourself, proms, and children who am dependent on
your parents for. mom than half their support Mao
include other persons who am related to your parents or
living with them and for whom they provide mare then
half theirsupport

13. Enter the number of persons listed In hie 12 above
who sill be attending poet-high school educational in
stitutions during the 1974-75 academic year. Include
any those who aid be attending on at least a halttime
Nils. his not include family members who will be
entailed In eismentary. junior high or high school duo
Ins tho 1974-75 seedemic mar.

SICTION CAIPUCANT STATUS
14. If you lived with your parent(s), or plan to doIPS, during

1973, 1974, or 1975, cheek YES for the appropriate
yews. You would cheek YES If you lived at home for any
period of 'wore than two consecutive weeks cNrirg that
year.

15. If you Wan or will be listed as an exemption on your
Parents' Federal Income Tax Return for 1973, 1974 or
1975, shalt YES for the appropriate years.

Di. If you rscelvsi or expect to receive more then $600 in
financial assistance from your perent(s) In 1973, 1974,
or 1975, duck YES far the appropriate mars. Included
under }Mandel assistance are such Rams as room and
board for periods you lived at home, clothes, medical and
dental cam cash INN, and cost of education. Edirne,*
the vette, °teach teems In determining whether you re
celved more than $600 In financial assistance from yet*
prank.

IMPORTANT

If you checked YES for mg year for soy questlea (14, 15 or
16) In Section C, Pismo complete oily Section 0, and sign.
Instructions for Section 0 barn on this pegs.

If you checked NO for ail yews and all questions (14, 15and
16) In Section C, plasm 'templet. oily Section E. and slim
Instructions for Section E begin on page 4.

%1CT.ON D

Piano complete items 17 thou 31 together with your parents,
since they must supply the needed informstion on Income,
expenses and west/. If your wants am IMPoroted Or &vital.
only information which *POWs to the potent who provideo the
largest amount of your support should be submitted.

NOTE: it your parents am revIdents of Puerto Rico. the Virgin
Mends. Gum, American Samoa, or the Territories and
they filed an Income Tax Return with that

Twat
Government in 1973,

they should enter the information that corresponds to that
nem sued In the items below.

, ,

a

Plass enter zeross for those Items that do not apply to you
or your parents. AU Swat skald be misted in Mww omit
cants.

Enter $320.141thievar II MEI .00

Enter $1,1151.14 fhbwar min an ,00

Enter 810,972.77NR wey. MAW .00
INCOME

17, Eater the number reported on tine 7 of Federal Income
Tax Return form 1040, or lino 7 of toms 1040A. If you
wants are married and filed separately, enter the sum of
their =emotions.

19. Enter the amount listed on lino 15 of 1973 Federal Income
Tar Return toms 1040, or line 12 of fonts 1040A. If pew
sits are married and flied separately, enter the sum of
their adjusted Gross Incomes. If your parents have not
filed a Mum for 1973 but will do Se, enter the amount
to be IlMed as Adjusted Gross Nam. If your pawls
dal not have to file a Return for 1973, enter a zero.

1L Enter that portion of item 12 that was awned through ens
PROMO bY: 01) father end (b) mother. Include only
mow Wades. and other Income from employment Vet
would be Molted on a N,2 Vann. Do net incite* such ,
Income as Gilmore% dividends, or Interest.

20. Enter the sum of the following types of other Income your
parent(s) received during 1973 (do not Include any Irt
tom already reported in gem above):
11. All Social Security benefits wept those received for

the applicant or educational benefits received by Misr
members of the household; report
Security bensilts only in item 29.

b, Ali **wens benefits ezooPf those received for the
applicant or educational benefits received ity other
madam of the housohokt rePortePigkones39911131
benefits for education (0.1. BM or War Orphans' and
Widows Education Assistance) In Rim 30,

C. NNW* tonsgtsInaluds amounts embed thintlet
Aid to Families with Dependent Children and other

, similar programs.
Child support received for those children included in
Rem 12 above.

e. Otherinelude any other Imam received in 1973
that wee not subject to Federal income Tax. Examples
of such Income are: Interest on tax.fres municipal
bonds, untaxed portions of pensions, untaxed pardons
of capital gains, military subsistence and quids*
allowances and untaxed lamed income.

Do net Include any amounts received from student aid pro.grams such as aduestional Rem work-study programs, or
scholarahlpe.

al. Enter the amount of tax reported on one 15 of Federal
Income Tax form 1040 or line 19 of form 1040A of Re'
tum(s) Sled by your parent(s) whom ISCOMS ww reported
In item 13 above. if parents hew not filed a Return for
1973, but will do so, enter an estimate of the tax paid.
Do ad copy tax withheld on M-2 form. litho/did not hem
to file a Return for 1973, Inter zero.

n- If your parents itemized their deductions on their 1973
Federal Income Tax Return, enter the sum of WM 2 and 6
from Schedule A. form 1040. If your parenbi teak a stand.
ad deduction or did not have to Me a Return for 1973,
enter the amount of their household's medical apneas

31



from the add* Ilst (do not Snide Ile Medi Cl
modal and deal dlpdaso 141 alledim*

S. hymens for mulch% _arrant dlaik ad as
obis.
Parasols lo bmiddi tadelik EIRIMectid MEM

c Popo* for ibisedigh. dimidgm UP

tZtiliter imindensesettlemi Whitioni Ms
necormadlogdmildid sem

23- it our pen* WNW *ask Oda.= on Ihdr INS
Mal InessosTst Mum. sneer the amount world co
Moe 29 d added A (bon 1040). If yew perm* took a
e lmulard *ludo or dd not had to IN Return for
1979, riseumine the send of each tese, not cowered by
Imummod due kl that or prope* lost or demigod by
lid slink or accident. iMprodts, etc. Subtract 9100
dam de amount of sour loss. Total the net amount of
ad of these losses and enter this sum.

NOTE far complete dosalption of the wowed for Items
22 and 29, see Instructkxo for form 1040 for Federal Income
Tort Rolm.

ANUS

NOTE; In complothd Items 24-27, do net report any wet
Mesta once.
114. a. En* the estimated weed mail value of your

N.
wwb' home,
Dear the sew* of present undid Mtg. or
MOW debts on that home.

25. 41, Mir 9m was of the sedated present model
was d odor molested yeur newts own (report
form Ind limbies only In Remo 26 end 27 NW)
aid the Islet whet value of your wade Inlet-
mad WWI% dodo, bosh, and odd as
auffte.
Mar arm of the amour* of Plant Mud
my*. WW1 dads an thst red Wats mid
the mmunt

or
of gets whist your parents' Ind*

waft
2447' a. MON the mei1 value of your parents' business

et fora (lacknErm dird G. bulldogs, machinery.
do.).Do not Muds horns RR was deed Innen 24.

I . Mir the swot of unpaid rnortelle or td
&Lib on the busloess or form. If parents own port
of a business (km% enter only the Won of teak
Wm of 60 Wined

mortg
(farm). and ody thokoksre

of unpaid ds.
Ihrld theeppropristo amount.

APPLICANT

a. 5. Enter the amount of benefits per month you wed to
receive between J* 1, 1974 and June 30. 1975.
load& a* dross Sods( Soft beadle diet you
ware broom you ere or dB be a oddest. If you
do oat bow theaaomk,yenm a nada da iidara
din from the 'add Secs* Mminlibstkel District
Cillostard emilmodurdlIm.

N. Eder the ember of as you aped to wads
add Semidd eddellsad Weds between July 1.
111741.0.1une110.1971.

30, I. Mir Om sammt Oda WWI pm. nuoth you sped
to deeds betusenJoy 1. I974and June 30, 1975. as

4

g=he *done Educational Assistance-0J. BM
Abe kiddie the airtouot per mouth you

rzesnao.k. Wee
ce d

the Yfer Orders' end Widow'
Audienorm. Wade a* those

moulds thd you weld because you are or will be.
,
*. Eater the number of months you eddt to mode

dims odumernsi bonsai Wow July 1. 1974
urdJuss10,1106.

31' Eddy the wig of yarnwont Wine and the weed net
value of r assets, Indians kwednmate, reel
estate, and trust funds. Do net Wilds your
automobile. edam or ash colleddk a odor Mad
property or any amounts reastred through oducetlend
loans.

Please deck semis to maim ewe edgy Item has bass
completed, led that awes ens been Wired ter
those Nana that de eat apply to you or yew parents.

Yee and yew weds) Weld read the linal state.
mat rarefally and sign In de appropriate Odes.
Applications Aid are net 'kw' will be resuwed.

Meese complete items 32 through 45 and sip the Wismar*
at the bottom. Items apply to both you and pureness Woe
you are sepsniod or divorced.

NOTE; If you are resident of Puerto Rico. the** leala
Ow, American Swum or the mist Tanitoriss and lied an
Income Tax Return with that ipvmsmutt In 1973. You amid
enter the Information that corresponded that re mated Into
Mort below.

Please enter MOOS for thou, Items that do net apply to you
(or your spousd. All figures should be entered In dollars; end

Enter $320.111this way:

Enter $1,651.14 tMs wed

Enter $10,972.77 this way:

EILIULI
.00

.00

DO

INCOME

32. Enter the number reported on line 7 d Waal beans
Ten Return form 1040 or lins 7 of Wit 1040A. If you
and your spouse are waded and filed esperatdy, enter
thesum of yourummdions.

33. Enter the amount reported on line IS of 1973 Faders!
Income Tax Return form 1040, or Um 12 of form 1040A.
If you end your spouse are married and Mid separately,
eider the sum of your Adjusted Oros Incomes. If you hod
yet to Me Return for 1973 but din to do so, enter tea
amour* to to listed as Adjusted Drees Income. If /wither
you ra Your spouse hod to be a Return for 1973. odor
zero. Do ad MAW any Ward recolved as the result of
employment provided by student aid programs.



go, Enter that portion of Item 33 that was soma through
smell:I/mod a: (a) applicant and (b) spouse. Include only
mums, salaries. and other income from employment that
would be reported on a W-2 form, except any income re.
awed as the fluff of employ sent provided by student
eid programs. Do eat Include such income as alimony.
dividends, w: !Merest.

ee, Enter the sum of the following types of Worms you or
year spouse rusised during 1973 (do not include any
Mame you reported in item 33):

Said Security benelits except Mom you received
or educational Well% received by other members of
Your he iehold; report your Sots : Security educational
Watts only In Rea 44.

b Apr veterans benefits except Mom you received or fade.
canons' Monsen received by other members of your
household; report your venom benefits be education

rIeli and Wm Orphans' and Widows' Education
Assistance) in Item 45.

e, WMd to
m

elfa bendits--include amounts receired through
Failies Web Dependent Children and other

similar prevents.
I. add support received for Now children Included In

Item 7s Mem
Other--include any other income received in 1973 that
me net ambled to bowel income Tex. Examples of
such income am: military sutelseence and quarters
alemencee. untold portions of pensions. untaxed Oar.
ass of modal OA Income from Mara municipal
bonds end untamed anted Income.

Do net Inelude any amounts received from student as pro-
grams such an educeftess: loans, weeiely programs, or
scholarships

35. Enter the amount of tax remind on line 14 of Federal
Maas Tax Return form 1040 or Um 19 of form 1040A.
tf you soS your spouse Med seamanly, enter the sum
of yew Federal Income Taxes sold. you hove not Med a
Return for 1973 but MS do so. enter an **Unseen of the
Mx to be paid. Do net copy tax withheld on W-2 form.
you and yew Mate did not have MOM a Return for 1973,
enter a MO.

you and your spouse Itensissel your deductions on your
1973 Federal intone Tax Return, enter the sum of lines
2 and 4 hem Schedule A (form 1040). If you and/or
your spouse took steward deduction or did not have
to gle a Return be 1973. enter the amount of your
household's medial Mamma from the following litt (do
at include the amount of medical and don; expenses
cowed by Insurance):
a. Payments be medicines. preecrlaits drugs. sod

vaccines.
b. Palmate to hospitals, dodoes, dentists, and nurses.
c. repeunb

las.
tor fetes Meth, eyeglasses, medical end mm

aka
d. Passed, far ambulance smite end Gam trawl costs

mower/ M get makedire.
es, gut nd your spouse itemised your deductions on your

19 eturn, VIM the amount reported on Uns 29,
tole A (Iunn 1040). 11 you and 1 or your spouse took I
Mended deduction or did not have to el e Return for
1973. determine the amount of each loss, not awned
by insurance. due to theft or property lost adenoma t,
fat, stem car accident, alperredu. etc. Subtract 4100
from tar amount of each loos. Total the net sensed pima
of these leases and enter the sum.

5

NOTE: for a complete description of the expenses for Items
37 and 39, see Instructions for Federal Income Tax Return
form too.

ASSETS

NOTE: In completing Items 39-42. do net report any asset
more than once.

39. a. Enter the estimated prawn market value of your
home.

ex, Enter the amount of meant unpaid mortgage or
rented debts on that home.

40. a, Enter the sum of the estimated present market
value of other real estate you may own (Wort farm
end business only In items 41 and 42 below) and
the total market value of your Investments, Mad.
log stocks, bonds, and other securities.

It. Enter the sem of the amount of present unpaid
mortgage or related debts on that reel estate ate
the amount of debts against your Investments.

41 -42. a. Enter the market value of your business or farm
(Including sae of buildings. machiftery. etc.). Do
not include home if it was listed In Item 39.

It. Enter the amount of maid mortgage or misted
debts on your business or farm. ef you own part
of a Manisa (farm). enter only the %slue of Yee
share of business (farm), and only your share of
unsold rnonsige.

de. Enter the appropriate amount. Do
bans.

include am
amounts received through educational loom

AMMICART

44. a. Enter the amount of benefits per month you expect to
receive between July 1, 1974 end June 30, 1975. Io-
dide only those Social Security benefits that you
receive because you are or will be e student. If you eas
not know this amount, you may obtain this information
from the Sabi Security Administration's District Ofike
that services your realm.

b. Enter the number of months wu Med to metre
Social Security educational Welke beteeen July 1.
1974 and June 30, 1975.

45. e. Enter the amount of the beruditi per month you expect
to waive between July 1, 1974 and June 30.1975 as
pert of the Veterans Educational Assistance--0.1. Bill
Program. If you do not know this mount, canted your
local Veterans Administration office. Also Include the
.mount per month you expect to receive under the War
Orphans' snd Widows' Education Assistance Program.
Include any those &MUMS thSt mane bemuse

you are or will be a student. Do not Include your
spouse's veterans benefits for education.

o, Enter the number of months you expect to realm
veterans educational benefits between July 1, 1974
:ad J one 30, 1975.

Memo diode agsit te Mile sure every item has been
cagedeled, mg Not nesse Mee been eased tor
them Neese ad de set apply Ss yea or year spouse.

Please read the final sishowet artfully. Wu shield
sign in the appropriate Mack sting with year spouse.
Applicaliene which we net signed will be returned.
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Senator PELL. As I understand it, you have made four changes.
Fi.nt you have updated it to take into account and consider inflation.

Second, you change your treatment of social security and veterans'
benefits.

Third, you have tipped the asset reserve from $7,500 to $8,500.
And, fourth, the independent students are assessed on the basis of

the current year, not the previous year.
Mr. BELL. That is right, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. I think for the future if you could just say that in 1

minute, it will come through clearly.
Is there anything of importance beyond that?
Mr. BELL. I think we need to correct one point on the independent

students, and I will ask Mr. Phillips to respond to that, if he will.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, the recommendation here covers only independ-

ent students who were working full-time the previous year, and who
are making a choice to leave full-time employment in order to go into
full-tbne student status.

It is not for all independent students that we would use estimated
year data.

Senator PELL. I think the fault now rests almost entirely with the
Congress for not appropriating the necessary funds. The agency has
followed the intent of the Congress, broadened the base of those who
are eligible, and Congress has not, as it should have, appropriated the
additional funds to handle on an equal basis this broader base.

Is that not true?
Mr. BELL. I am concerned that the size of these grants not be

decreased so much that they lose their significance, as I am sure the
chairman is aware, in this regard.

Senator PELL. Right. I regret it, too. We would hope that the pres-
sure of the different students who had already benefited by the basic
grant each year, as you know, would become an interest group who
would cause the appropriation to be expanded the next year. But this
apparently is not working as well as the subcommittee had hoped, and
I am sure you had hoped also.

Mr. BELL. Right.
Senator PELL. I commend you on the speed in which you have gone

ahead with the basic grant program, because you really have moved
fast especially bearing in mind the weakness of Government with
regard to expeditious action.

I would note that other changes in higher education programs made
more than 2 years ago have not been similarly implemented.

When would you expect the regulations effecting the changes made
by Congress in the supplemental educational grant program and the
college work study program?

We are getting some questions on that.
Mr. BELL. I will ask Mr. Herren, who is the Bureau Chief, to

respond to that.
Mr. HERRELL. Senator, it is expected that supplemental education

grant regulations will be out within the next 30 days.
Mr. BELL. I would say, Mr. Chairman, that I am certainly pressing

on these.
I have just constantly heard about our slowness in getting regula-

tions out, and I really feel that we have got to improve our track

3
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record. And I know we are constantly promising these, but they will
be out, and we are making progress on this problem and the great
backlog that we have in this regard.

Senator PELL. I guess my own ambition is to see these grants move
up to the full 1,400 and moving on from there. That would be probably
some years from now.

Mr. BELL. I would expect it would be with the economic situationthat we have now.
Senator PELL. But you see it operating as the floor on which we

will build some of the other programs.
Mr. BELL. Yes.
And this, of course, is part of the whole package. And I think a very

fine student aid program so that we can make them really fully
meaningful.

Senator PELL. When Mr. Weinberger was before us for confirma-
tion, he referred to the grants as the Pell Grants.

Does anybody do that any more within HEW?
Mr. BELL. I have not heard that, Mr. Chairman, and I am rela-

tively new. They still may be doing that.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
On a totally different matter, the Congress passed the Education

Amendments of 1974 this year, and this set up certain programs and
requirements for the implementation of those programs.

Would you supply for the record, if you could, a status report on
the implementation of that bill? As you know, we are still awaiting
program recommendations and implementation to some of the 1972
amendments, and we do not want this same delay to occur this year.

[The status report referred to follows:1

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULEPUBLIC LAW 93-31

Area Date Pro-
Section No. posed rule

Title I ESEA:
1. Gmieral and teal ideational smirks 101 Mu. 21.1975tynL State agencies. Apr. 111,1975

105f. Final year 1975 Jan. 13.1975
2. Fiscal year 1576 Apr. 11.1975Opea meetings. 110 Mar. 1.1975(Oak studies

111 Jan. 9.19751. Equalization 304 Jan. 15.19752. Fiscal year 1975 301-305 Feb. 15.11753. ring year 1976 301-305 Apr. 18.1975Consolidated risi
Special protects

ling 401 Mar. 1.1975
402-409 Apr. 11.1975Simplified stale plan.

511 Mar. 1.1975Privacy 4310) 513 Apr. IL 1975Adult education 601-609 Jan. 7.1975Hamlicopped. pt. B 614-615 Apr. 11.1975
educational programs 616 Apr. 18.1975Irtstructiosal media 620 Dec. 15.1974Indian education. pt. B 632 Feb. 1.1975ESAA 641 Jan. 5.1975National nodal improvement program 701-732 Apr. 11.1975Devoloping instbdiens 832 Nov. 15.1974TRIO. bilmmal 133 r Apr. 18.1975

Veachereterans cost of Instruction
NM 834 Dec. 23.1971

635 Jan. 2.1575Assistance for train.ng in the legal volume 136 Apr. 18.1975Vocatioeal educate*. pt. (Mogul)
)ISCA (kilned 141(a) Apr. 1.1975

141(b) Apr. 1.1175

I Date kr pmmulalion el hill regulations; feeding criteria for kW year 1975 operation will be publicised earlier and
will locarporate seeben I3L
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Senator PELL. I recognize some of these regulations are very,
very difficult. For instance, the one on sex discrimination particularly,
with which we are wrestling.

And, also, I recognize your problem in connection with the privacy
of schools. And I have discussed it with Senator Buckley, and we havo
to accept the concept even though I oppose it on the floor. We have to
accept it now that it is law. I understand what you want us to do is to
delay it a year while you wrestle with it a little bit more.

Mr. BELL. You want a report on that?
Senator PELL. No, no.
On the implementation of the other provisions.
Mr. BELL. I will ask Mr. Herrell to respond to that.
Mr. HERRELL. In accordance with the demands of Congress,. we

have 60 days to make such report, and we have no reason to believe
that it will not be submitted to the Congress on time.

Senator PELL. Going to this question of the implementation of the
Buckley amendment, I have no reservations, hesitation about it
being postponed 1 year. But it would be very good if Senator Buckley,
acquiesced in this, too. And I think it would be a good idea if the
administration expressed its views to him.

Mr. COOKE. Mr. Chairman, if I might respond to that for a minute.
We will be having discussion of the privacy implementation with

staff on next Monday, and Senator Buckley's staff has also been
invited to that.

I appreciate what you have said, and I am sure the administration
will be indeed in touch with Senator Buckley to discuss this issue.

You are absolutely correct that the complexity of the privacy
amendments are such that it is going to take both the Congress and
the administration a bit of time to not go astray.

Senator PELL. Another question that is of interest to this committee
is the antiregionalization language of the 1974 amendments which
require the bringing back to Washington of any program which was
moved after June of 1973, and looks with disfavor on some of the
OMB directives that we believe circumvent the congressional intent.

Has this been implemented?
Have any programs been brought back to Washington?
Mr. BELL. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
The matter of where we are on this is a thing that we are examining

now in my office.
I think that one thing the recent legislation did was to settle that

issue once and for all. And so it has kept us from being in the middle,
so to speak.

We are now examining what programs were placed out there after
June of 1973.

I have a report on my desk on this matter at the present time, and
we expect that we will be in full compliance with that, at least by the
close of this calendar year.

We are very conscious of that, and it is our intent, and my intent
personally, to see .hat we comply fully with that.

We will keep in close touch with your office and staff on thi3.
Senator PELL. Finally, it has been suggested that we might remove

assets entirely from the consideration of the basic educational oppor-
tunity grants.
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What would be the impact if that was done, if assets were not con-
sidered a factor?

How much would it lower the present grants to the student with no
more money appropriated?

Mr. BELL. The thing we are concerned about here, of course, is with
the limited money that we not dilute the amount of the pants.

I think Peter Voigt could handle some detailed discussion.
Senator PELL. Just a simple question and submit the answer for the

record.
If the assets were not considered, how much percentage wise would

that reduce the present grants?
Mr. VOIGT. It would reduce the awards by approximately one-third

and possibly a little higher than that.
I think at full funding it would cost around $600 million, or an

increase of between 33 percent and 35 percent.
Senator PELL. Thank you for a specific and clear answer.
Thank you very much, Mr. Commissioner, and I am happy that

you came and hope to see you again.
Our next witness is Mrs. Lois Rice, vice president, College Entrance

Examination Board.
Do you have a prepared statement?

STATEMENT OP MRS. LOIS RICE, VICE PRESIDENT, COLLEGE EN-
TRANCE EXAMINATION BOARD, ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES BOW-
MAN, EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE

Mrs. Rice. No, Mr. Chairman.
I have notes, and I am not giving a prepared statement. I'm also

not appearing as a representative of the College Entrance Examina-
tion Board, or its members.

I should like to introduce a colleague, someone you are familiar
with, Mr. James Bowman, of the Educational Testing Service, where
he is director of financial aid studies.

I want to say how very pleased we are to be with you to discuss
basic grants with the father of that most significant program, which
probably should have been called Pell grants. It is a program that is
growing past infancy entering early childhood and becoming the
centerpiece of the Federal strategy to support students in postsecondary
education.

I should like to divide our testimony into two parts with Mr.
Bowman responding to some of the specific suggestions that the ad-
ministration has just presented to you and then realizing all of the
time constraints of this particular schedule, I should like to suggest, for
the future some alternatives that I think the committee can consider
over time and for possible incorporation in the schedule for the
acadeitic year 1976-47.

First I should like to commend OE for its proposals which vastly
improve, in my view, the equity of the basic grants schedule, partic-
ularly the proposed changes in the treatment of social security bene-
fits and independent students who have been previously employed.

I should also stress that I share OE's sense of urgency that the
schedule has to emerge soon if basic grants are ever to become the
foundati9n on which other forms of student aid will be built.
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I regret, however, that demands of the slendar do not permit this
subcommittee or its counterpart in the House to hear and debate in
greater depth alternatives fur change in the schedule. Once again, we
are pressed into action.

I shall now turn to Mr. Bowman for some suggestions and com-
ments on the four proposals presented to you by the administration.
I shall then follow him with some suggested changes for the future.

Mr. BOWMAN. Senator, again it is indeed a pleasure to appear before
your subcommittee, and I would like to reiterate that I am primarily
speaking as an economist with some degree of experience and work in
this area of student assistances.

I am not officially representing the Educational Testing Service nor
do their views necessarily coincide with mine.

Briefly, I'd like to comment on the proposals advanced by Com-
missioner Bell this morning, proposals which are generally steps in the
right direction.

With respect to the family size offsets, this is a step forward in
recognition of continuing pressures within the economy.

However, it is my feeling that merely to adjust the family size
Offsets t5 the change ur the price index does nob reallyrefloct-the actual -
effects on many of the families for whom basic grants are intended
to aid.

We have to remember that the family size offsets currently used in
the basic grant contribution schedule are based on extremely limited
budg et standards where the bulk of expenditures occur for the very
basic f imily necessities.

It is these necessitiessuch as food, fuel, housing, and clothing
where price increases in our economy are the greatest and tend to
exceed the consumer price index as a whole.

Inflation, as we all know, is a very cruel tax. But it is the cruelest
tax of all for the people of extremely low income.

With inflation predicted to continue at an unprecedented rate for
several years to come, a more equitable approach would be to have the
family size offsets based on a more liberal set of standards, for example
the BLS moderate, or some adjustment to the BLS lowstandards.

As indicated by Commissioner Bell, the proposals advanced for
social security and veterans' benefits are long overdue.

The changes in social security eliminate a vexing problem, not only
to families, receiving such benefits, but also to the financial aid com-
munity.

I particularly support the proposal for changes in the treatment of
veterans' benefits as family income.

As the 1974-75 summary statistics for the basic .grant program
indicate, the percentage of veterans qualifying for basic grants is still
the lowest of any participating group in the program, even though
it is double the number that were found qualified in the first year of
the program.

As the Senator is undoubtedly aware, the Educational Testing
Service conducted a study for the Congress under section 41 of Public
Law 92-540that is the Vietnam Veterans Adjustment Assistance
Act of 1972. This report, entitled "Educational Assistance to Vet-
erans," under the three GI bills, found that the current veteran was at
a severe disadvantage with respect to access to education in comparison
to his counterpart of World,Witr II.
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This results from a combination of the limited benefits available to
veterans today, coupled with educational costs that have increased
faster then any other segment in our economy.

The study also found that while substantial need existed for addi-
tional resources, participation by veterans in other student financial
aid programs in the Office of Education has been extremely small.

These findings, together with other evidence, contributed, I think,
greatly to the unammous passage in the Senate of a bill which in-
creased veterans' benefits and provided, for the first time since World
War II, a direct tuition benefit payment.

It is unfortunate that the House has not yet provided similar
provisions.

However, we do feel the proposed changes submitted by the Com-
missioner Of Education for the treatment of veterans' benefits will
assist in broadening benefits which are so sorely needed by this segment
of the population.

In the treatment of assets, the proposed increase in allowance is
again a very needed move.

We feel it will go far in aiding those families with limited moneys
who have modest equity in thew homes. =

Again, while many special groups have been identified, it would
appear that that group where the greatest inequity lies is the small
farmer whose only assets consist of land improvements and equipment.

The provisions of an offset against the family size allowance will
assist in some regard, but it is probable that other steps are needed.

Many small farmers, particularly those with incomes under $6,000,
are being excluded from basic grant participation because of the
current asset treatment.

A study conducted by the Washington Office of the College Entrance
Examination Board for the Office of Education indicates a more
equitable treatment might result for such families if only 50 percent
of the farm assets were used rather than the total amount which is
considered at the present time.

These are my basic comments. We strongly support the direction of
OE's suggested recommendations.

Senator Pell. Thank you. Mrs. Rice, would you like to continue?
Mrs. RICE. Mr. Bowman has been referring to some of the inequities

of the schedule for farmers and implicitly for businessmen. There
were some proposed remedies last year for farm families with low
earningsunder $3,000or under the family size offset. They went

. a long way to help farmers and businessmen. I should like to leave
for the record a copy of the study we conducted on the asset holdings
of farmers and businessmen as they relate to BEOG.

[The document referred to follows:]
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Mrs. Ric& Any suggestions for change have to have a set of
objectives. All of us know the objectives of the basic grants program.
Some things are currently occurring that do not live up to the intent
of that legislation.

The basic grants program authorized in 1972 was intended to open
college doors to any qualified student, with the amount of grant
fixed by his need, and irrespective of whether he lived in Arkansas
or Connecticut or Rhode Island, or whether ever he sought to go to
school. Supplemented by other types of aid, BEOG could also assure
eligible students a choice among postsecondary institutions.

The framers of the legislation wanted the program to be equitable
and, above all, simple so that eligible students would have early and
certain knowledge of their entitlements thereby inducingnew students
to pursue opportunities for postsecondary education.

An entitlement grant program, such as BEOG, is most effective
when the applicant can submit a relatively simple application permit-
tin _g early and certain knowledge of the size and amounts of his grant.

The asset tax test is complex and confusing to students and their
families, making it unnecessarily difficult for the applicant to complete
the application. -

I should like to return to the asset test in just a moment. First I'd
like to share your very strong feelings about making the basic grant
program as simple and as equitable as possible. Then when we consider
substantive changes in the legislation, I should like to share with you
some thoughts that could make the basic grants program, with minor
change, a type of educational voucher.

At this pomt however, I'll restrict my comments to nonlegislative
changes, procedural changes in the family contribution schedule for
future consideration by this subcommittee.

The basic grants program was not intended to restrict eligibility to
the program to a narrow populationalthough this is a result of a
$1,400 maximum award coupled with the family contribution schedule
developed by the Office of Educationit was not intended to dis-
courage needy students from participating in the programalthough
this is, in fact, the effect of the complex application procedures which
have been detailed and developed by the Office of Education.

I should like to refer the subcommittee to table 2 of the material
that is received by the Commissioner, which shows the number of
dependent applicants by eligibility status and family income.

I was somewhat disturbed, as I am sure you must be, by the small
number of applicants from families with incomes below $6,000 a year;
roughly 62 percent of the grantsadmittedly they are small grants
are going to families with incomes between $6,000 and $12,000 plus
family incomes.

Some very concerted effort has to be made to try to reach the pop-
ulation that has been so under-represented in postsecondary education;
namely, families with students from families with less than $6,000 a
year.

This may be a communications problem.
The following suggestions for change seek to maximize the intended

purposes, of the program and to minimize unintended effects.
First of all, I should like to suggest Mr. Chairman
Senator PELL. Perhaps I do not understand the table.
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You are saying that only 17 percent of those who have an income of
less than $3,000 received a grant?

Mrs. RICE. The table says that of such applicants only that
percentage was eligible.

It says 17 percent of all qualified applicants came from incomes
below $3,000.

Senator PELL. I see.
Mrs. RICE. If you go down to the line that says total number of

dependent applicants or 62,000 from family incomes and compare
this with families below $3,000, $12,000 and above level, you will see
that in the latter category 247,000 applicants were in the program.

Senator PELL. In other words, what you are saying is not enough
applied out of that group?

Mrs. RICE. That is right.
I am not sure whether we are communicating with low income fami-

lies. I'm not sure they are able to fill out the application.
There may be several reasons for this.
There are certainly more people in higher education in the $8,000

to $1/,000 range.
Senator PELL. Perhaps when you are in such a depressed state of

poverty, you do not even try to think of breaking out.
Mrs. RICE. That is possible but these students have some hope

from the program.
Senator PELL. I think other social programs are designed to do that.

I am not sure this program is designed to have in it the capacity for
communication and getting people to break out.

This is to make it available, and through other channels they can
communicate, we hope.

But, do you think it is part of the responsibility of this program?
Mrs. RICE. Yesif we are to succeed in achieving equal opportunity.
What these data may suggest is that we are not communicating

adequately with agencies dealing with able low-income students
who could benefit from th© program.

We know from all available data how high the aspirations for higher
education are within low income groups. Every study has pointed
this out. Higher education is often their only chance to break out of
the poverty cycle and to gain upward social and economic 'nobility.

I am simply saying, we may need to focus on better communications
with students who are in the kinds of schools where there is not ade-
quate counseling, where guidance counselors do not or cannot afford
to get to workshops, and where we need to reach a new clientele
seeking postsecondary education.

Senator PELL. On the other hand, I think there are many com-
munities where to finish high school is a great achievement.

In my State, two-thirds of those who are over 30 years of age have
not completed high school. So, these are the parents of these youngsters

Mrs. RICE. There are many factors, indeed, that relate to this.
Senator PELL. That is one of the reasons they are not breaking out.
Mrs. RICE. I would like to turn to the tax on assets.
The application form and the family contribution schedule could,

in the future, be simplified so that students and their families can un-
derstand them better and not be deterred from applying for the
program.
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Under current procedures, determination of family contribution is
complicated by the inclusion of a tax on assets. While the asset tax
has the merit of excluding students from high wealth, low income
homesthe fabled millionaire businessman who always shows losses
the price paid is heavy, indeed.

Families are often led to believe that their homes will be confiscated;
they have incentives to cheat in estimating, the market value of real
assets. And they may be induced to invest in nontaxable assets.

I realize that assetsaccording to the lawhave to be part of the
consideration under the BEOG Family Contribution Schedule, but
this tax could be simplified and the form simplified if future considera-
tion were to be given to considering the assets of anyone who does not
indicate assets in excess of some given amountlet's say, $25,000 or
more in assets, or probably $50,000 in assets. At worst a few odd ball
cases would be made eligible. But if the millionaire can really keep his
income low, it seems to me that remedial action is required in Federal
taxation and not in the basic grant program.

First of all, the forms and accompanying instructions are forbidding.
On the income and exnenRe side.. families most report. adjusted in-

come which is readjusted if after 'divorce or separation occurs after
application. They must report taxable income, income tax paid,.
earnings of both parents, medical and other unusual expenses.

Most of these items, in my view, could be eliminated if in the future,
consideration were given to a simplified form which merely based the
family contribution on taxable income taken immediately off existing
tax forms.

New York State uses taxable income in its means tax, and a report
of the New York State Board of Regents found a very high correlation
between net taxable income and gross tax.

The report noted, and I quote:
"Families rarely received more than $2,000 in nontaxable income

and inclusion of nontaxable income in the State's means test would
have major impact on low income social security holders or families
where the principal wage earner is deceased or retired."

I should also like to suggest for the future some change in the year
of income used in calculating family contributionfrom the current
year income preferably to prior year or to estimated year for the year
in which the grant will be used.

. Families must now report on the application form certain items
from their tax or W-2 forms for the tax year preceding the academic
year when the student will use the basic grant.

This requirement effectively bars application for the program until
families file a tax form. And for most Americans, that is not before
April 15.

Students, therefore, cannot receive notice of their grant eligibility
until the late spring or simmer preceding entry in the fall.

I am suggesting that ,,msideration be given to the use of prior year
income because that is income that can be reported accurately: it
also permits the use of taxable income.

Furthermore, with earlier information, institutions could begin to
build a package of aid for grant recipients: basic grants could finally
become the foundation for other forms of student assistance.

..
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Another consideration for the future is to develop better definitions
of the independent student.

Currently, a student can achieve independent status if he is not
and will not be claimed as a dependent for tax purposes nor receive
more than $600 from his parents for 2 consecutive years prior to the
academic year in which the grant will be used.

Additional criteria is that he has not spent more than 2 consecutive
weeks in a calendar year with his parents.

With no great ingenuity, a student could circumvent this last
requirement by spending a night every other week with a friend.

These requirements seek to prevent instant emancipation of the
student who could not qualify for a grant if his families' income and
assets were considered. I can understand the desire to prevent instant
emancipation but it seems to me that the program could be made
far simpler if characteristics which are not e isily manipulated but are
easily measured were considered. For example, we could consider all
veterans independent, or all married students above a certain age
level, all orphans, wards of the State, students over 25 years of age,
or some other specified age level. Our CEEB studies

onlyconsideration these categories alone, we would add only alout 8
percent to the number of eligible independents students.

Those are a few suggestions, Mr. Chairman, not for the immediate
crisis in getting a schedule approved but for the future. I certainly
want to underline again the urgency of approving a schedule and do
hope these suggestions will provoke some thought in the Office of
Education, the educational community, and the committees.

Thank you.
I shall be ha ppy to answer any questions.
Senator PELL. My understanding is that till situation exists because

more youngsters are being made eligible, each will get less unless we
put more money into the pot.

That is simply what our problem is.
In this regard, I understand your own recommendation would be

to dilute it even further, hoping that the pt would eventually get
filled, is that correct?

Mrs. RICE. Well, I think that some of my suggestions would widen
the eligible population.

For example, if you were to move away completely from considering
assetswhich could not be done without changing the statute itself
it would cost about $300 million in the program.

But I think if we were taxing assets over $25,000 or $50,000, that
figure would be greatly reduced.

You and I have long urged and worked very hard to get more
money for the program.

Senator PELL. Are there anv other ways that you can think of that
through the administrative side the program can be simplified?

I agree with one of the points you made that we want to keep this
as simple as possible. And one of the problems is that it is very
complicated.

I think the administration has done a pretty good job at somewhat
simplifying it.
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Do you have any suggestions along this line?
Mrs. RICE. I have just one other thought. The amount of social

security benefits that a family gets or is attributable to the student is
certainly a very difficult thins for families to determine. Thzre are
complex formulas for deternunmg these benefits. It might make some
sense, to consider a standard amount, or average of the social security
educational benefits that students receive.

I am just pulling a figure out of the air at the moment because I
need to know more about those benefits myself, but we could possibly
fix in regulation or in law an amount for educational benefits that is
based upon an average. If they could be added to family income. It
is now very hard for families to figure all of these benefits and really
determine what amount goes into a particular childnote Mr. Bell's
testimony.

While the administration's proposals eliminate this problem to some
degree, I think if we could use some fixed amount for benefits re-
moving a lot of the calculations that families must now calculate.

Mr. BOWMAN. Senator, if I might continent, following the question
the Senator asked, I think the Office of Education lias pile a long
Wa'y in tryihg to simplify it's piocedirres.

The training sessions they conducted have helped immensely to
eliminate the complexity of the program. We need more work with
students too.

Simplification of the program will have to come through the statute
itself.

The CEEB and ETS are conducting several studies on the impact
on the distribution and effects of eliminating the various requirements
of the statute. These studies offer greatest possiblity for fruitful future
change.

Senator PELL. Thank you both very much, indeed, and I know of
your interest in this subject, and I mn glad you came.

I also want to clear the record at one point where I may have given
the wrong impression in connection with the Buckley amendment.
Senator Buckley has given no expression of opinion as to what his
view would be with regard to the postponement or its elimination.

What I said is I thought it ought to be postponed, but it is under
discussion.

Mrs. RICE. We should be happy to share with you a number of
letters detailing 'concerns we have been receiving from admission
officers and college presidents about the Buckley amendment.

Senator PELL. I would be grateful to have copies for the appendix
of the record.

As I say, I do not know what the view of Senator Buckley will be in
this regard, but it is a problem and I hope, eventually, that he may
besersuaded to see it postponed for awhile.

But let me add that he made no commitment in that regard.
The next witness will be Mr. Robert M. Pickett, legislative director

National Student Lobbt
Mr. Pickett, if you will come forward, we will be pleased to hear

from you.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT N, PICKETT, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL STUDENT LOBBY

Mr. PicicErr. Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for this
opportunity to testify on the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant
Expected Plumb- Contribution Schedule for the 1975-76 academic
year.

I am Robert Pickett, legislative director of the National Student
Lobby. During the period 1971-72, the National Student Lobby
focused on the authorization of the BEOG program as the cornerstone
of the Federal Government's role in the eventual development of full
and legally enforceable "entitlement" rights to access to postsecondary
education for each person in this country. If funding for this program
continues to increase, it will become that cornerstone.

While there are many aspects of the BEOG Family Contribution
Schedule which are worthy of comment and have been the object of
much discussion in the last two approval cycles, we shall restrict our
comments to three main issues: the definition of independent students,
treatment Of assets, anti"provisibns tor The uge of current year data
for computing eligibility.

Before proceeding, a general comment about the BEOG Family
Contribution Schedule is in order. As has been pointed out on numer-
ous occasions during the short life of the BEOG program, the overall
effect of the family contribution schedules adopted by the U.S. Office
of Education has been to severelyperhaps unreasonablyrestrict
access to the program for many lower middle income families.

Data for the first year indicated that the overwhehning bulk of
BEOG recipients came from families with yearly incomes below
$11,500. The existing regulations eliminate access for students from
families with $11,000 to $15,000 annual incomes and severely restrict
it for students from families in the $9,000 to $11,000 range.

Students from these groups our in many cases show demonstrable
need in large amounts, however the expected family contributions are
set at a level which excludes them from eligibility. These expected
family contributions are excessively high and often quite unreasonable
to expect from families hit hard by double digit inflation. The net
effect is to turn the family contribution schedule into a rationing device
for limited funds, rather than to serve as a true measure of the re-
sources available to a student to meet his first $1,400 of postsecondary
educational expenses.

While the National Student Lobby, along with the rest of the
postsecondary community, is still wrestling with the appropriate way
to deal with the question of how independent students should be
treated with respect to financial aid, we would like to suggest several
possible modifications in the definition of the independent student.

We recognize the potential problems that could be caused in a
financial aid system characterized by extremely limited resources
versus the potential demand for such funds. These suggestions, how- -
ever, attempt to move the current system in the direction of a more
rational system that recognizes the reality of the world facing students.

We believe that the restriction relatin to an applicant's tax
relationship with his or her parents in the l9dar year prior to the
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academic year in which aid is requested should allow an applicant,
who has experienced a substantial change in circumstances, the option
to use his current year situation.

The current regulation is of dubious constitutionality, and several
analagous cases dealing with eligibility for food stamps have concluded
that "tax de?endeng in 1 calendar year as a basis for determininF
an individual s need in the following year has no rational connection. '
Standards of fairness and due process require that an individual be
allowed an opportunity to present current evidence that his situation
has changed and that present need exists.

The National Student Lobby believes that consideration should be
given to raising the maximum financial assistance that a parent can
give an independent student to $1,200including both cash and in
kind contributions. The $1,200 figure is selected because it is appr)x-
imately one-half of the total expenses of a resident student at a 4-year
public institution.

This figure should also contain an adjustment for inflation. This
maximum financial assistance level should also contain an inflation
adjustor. The maximum .cash cntribution could he two-thirds of.that
figure$800. The 2-week limitation on residing in the parents' home
should be dropped altogetherthis restriction is completely unen-
forceable.

One possible approach would be to consider each month spent in the
parents' home as the equivalent of a $50 in kind contribution. This
approach would encourage students to save the room and board they
would have to pay if they were forced out of their parents' home to
retain independent status.

We believe that this treatment of the independent student might
bring regulations more in line with reality, encourage parents to assist
independent students up to some maximum figure, and provide the
self-supporting student with greater access to the program.

We would like to register our objection to the unreasonable require-
ments for contributions from assets. The proposed $8,500 asset reserve
of the Office of Education is totally inadequate since the proposed
increase of $1,000 does not even keep pace with inflation since the first
schedule. The asset reserve should be raised to $15,000 with annual
increases tied to the cost-of-living increases.

The asset reserve is one of the most restrictive aspects of the family
contribution schedule, particularly with regard to lower middle income
assets with almost any amount of home equity. The bulk of most
family assets are contained in home equity. It is generally a nonliquid
asset and is particularly so during times characterized by 10 to 12
percent interest rates. The supply of mortgage money is so short that
it makes liquidity of home equity ir. `o a distant dream.

The National Student Lobby believes that provisions should be
studied to allow the use of current year income and tax dependency
in determining basic grant eligibility. The due process clause of the
14th amendment requires that the dovernment act on an individual-
ized basis, with general propositionS serving only as rebuttable pre-
sumptions or other burden shifting devices.

We believe that the use of a person's previous year situation should
be a rebuttable propositionz All individuals and families can experience
a change in their inconid situations, and in such instances should be
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allowed to use estimated current year incomeby affidavitto
determine current year eligibility.

The Department of Agriculture has taken recognition of this im-
portant principle in drafting its proposed regulations dealing with
eligibility of college students for food stampscurrent year income
is used to determine eligibility.

The Office of Education has proposed "Permitting all independent
applicants who were not students in the base year and who were
employed on a full-time basis, to file a bask grant application using
estimated current year income data:."

We believe that this proposal should be broadened to allow all
independent students who have experienced a substantial income
change over the base yearincluding those who were employed
part-time and were part-time students in the base yearto file a
basic grant application using estimated current year income data.

Each of our suggested alternatives should be carefully examined
and a cost analysis model should be developed to asses:4 the impact of
each proposal on the following factors: number of eligible students,
size of the family contribution, number of grant recipients, average
grantsize, and number of independent students. This information
must be brought to light before any major revisions are made in the
family contribution schedule, and only then can the various problems
of equity be dealt with.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you again for allowing me
this opportunity to speak before your subcommittee, and I would
welcome any questions.

Senator PELL. Thank you. I appreciate your coming here, and
recall the great help your organization was in the passage of the
Higher Education Act of 1972.

Are you a full-time lobbyist for the National Student Lobby, or a
student yourself?

Mr. PICKETT. Yes, sir, I am.
Senator PELL. Are you a student also?
Mr. PICKETT. I am a part-time graduate student, doing extension

work.
Senator PELL. AS I understand the problem, it i:4 that the lower

middle income and the middle-income families are expected to con-
tribute still too much to the education.

Is this what you are saying?
Mr. PICKETT. Yes, sir, probably in the income bracket of $12,000 to

$15,000 per year, that particular segment.
Senator PELL. I notice from the tables that Mrs. Rice gave us, that

the number of those in the $12,000 up who received grants, were
qualified, was about 18 percent, but the interesting thing is that the
number of youngsters who applied out of that income bracket almost
equaled the total number that applied for all the lower income brack-
ets, so that apparently is where the interest is, but the more eligible,
the more we qualify, the funds will have to be diluted, and this is the
problem.

Mr. Pict:Err, Exactly. I realize this is a variable, that is the
problem.

You are talking about a fixed appropriation, and you run into the
phenomena of the zero sum game in which, for every winner, there is,
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of course, a loser, and so whenever you talk about increasing the pool
of eligibles there is a resultant decrease in the size of the average basic
grant, and this is one thing that I believe should be carefully con-
sidered for each of these proposals, like I mention.

The Office of Education, I believe, has an adequate data base from
the 2 years of family contribution schedule that they have, and so,
for example, for each alternate definition of the independent student
can figure exactly what the impact is.

If the resultant decrease in the size of the average basic grant for,
let us say, raising the home equity to $12,000 or $15,000, is a reduction
of only $75, perhaps that is a move that should be considered, because
a small reduction like that probably would not significantly impede
access for most students.

If the reduction is $150 or $200 then it should be looked at much
more carefully, and any steps should be taken with a great deal of
prudence and caution.

Senator PELL. My aim is that 16 years of education will be avail-
able to youngsters, not like the 12 years now.

The whole idea of the basic educational opportunity grant is that
irshovid be% blF long step in that direction, and when we finally see
the day that it is fully funded, we will be halfway to that concept.

Very good. I thank you very much for coming and being with is
today.

Our final witness is Mrs. Eunice L. Edwards, associate director of
State and Federal relations for the National Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators, and director of financial aid at Fisk
University of Nashville, Tenn.

STATEMENT OF EUNICE L. EDWARDS, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
COMMISSION ON STATE AND FEDERAL RELATIONS, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATORS,
AND DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID AT FISK UNIVERSITY, NASH-
VILLE, TENN., ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD L TOMBAUGH, EX-
ECUTIVE SECRETARY OF NASFAA

Mrs. EDWARDS. Good morning. Thank you very much for allowing
Mr. Richard L. Toinbaugh, executive secretary of NASFAA to
accompany me.

We are pleased to have the opportunity to appear before the sub-
committee today to present the views of NASFAA regarding the
proposed family contribution schedule for the 1975-76 basic educa-
tional opportunity grant program.

I have been asked to advise you that our testimony also reflects the
views of the American Council on Education, which has chosen to
endorse this statement rather than present additional verbal testimony.

Each of these appearances relative to the basic grants program
becomes more pleasant than the last, in that each time the Office of
Education proposes changes similar to those we have previously
recommended. While we regret the passage of time required for our
positions to gain acceptance in USOE, we appreciate the fact that
we have fewer and fewer problems with their proposed schedule when
it comes to you for approval.

0 j
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More specifically, we applaud the USOE proposals to treat all of
the social security income and one-half of the Veterans' Administra-
tion benefits as a part of the family income, and to use the estimated
income of the independent student who had been employed full time
during the base year. Both of these changes are consistent with recom-
mendations we have advanced since the inaugural year of the basic
grants program.

Attached to our statement is a comprehensive analysis of the current
difficulty with the social security treatment as provided to Mr.
O'Hara by one of our colleagues last May. While Mr. Dent's proposed
solution is certainly an alternative with ultimate fairness, we endorse
the USOE proposal as being adequately equitable and significantly
more practical to implement, in that it avoids further complicating
the student application.

The current inequity in assessing the eligibility of independent
students upor, their earnings during the prior year when they were
not full-time students is obvious. Any residual earnings from previous
employment will be considered as applicant savings, but students

. should not he disqualified by an karzung level they no longer realize.
due to their full-time student status.

The remaining two changes proposed by USOE are also commend-
able, and are, in fact, necessary to make the Basic Grant estimates of
family ability to support educational costs in any way reasonable.

However, we feel they fail to go nearly far enough in this regard.
If the basic grants family contribution schedule is to be anything
more than a rationing device, which in our opinion it has thus far
been serving to do, additional changes beyond those proposed by
USOE are necessary.

The primary problem with the assessment of family ability to pay
educational expenses continues to be, despite the proposed updating
for cost-of-living increases,, the family size offsets allowed against
income for purposes of providing for subsistance of the family.

The use of low-income thresholds of the Social Security Administra-
tion does not recognize the real cost of maintaining a family in today's
economy, and in practice this requires a family to live at or below the
poverty level before it is excused from making a contribution under
the proposed schedule.

While we understand, and we believe that the purpose of the pro-
gram is to aid the truly needy student, we believe that this is a little
too much to ask. We urge that, at the very least, the program utilize
the most recent low-income levels defined by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, which are more reflective of the true costs of maintaining a
family in the present economy.

We would suggest that the BLS moderate-income levels would be
even more appropriate. To ask a family to make a contribution toward
educational costs when it cannot even afford to purchase a reasonable
standard of living seems to us to be unduly harsh, as well as unjust.

The BEOG treatment of assets deviates even more than the treat-
ment of income from generally accepted practices of assessing ability
to pay. In our opinion, the proposed schedule does not adequately
provide for the emergency and retirement needs of families, nor does
it properly recognize the inability to convert nonliquid home equity
or business/farm assets to cash for educational purposes.
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The proposed change in the asset allowance from $7,500 to $8,500
is hardly worth the cost of reprograming the computer, inasmuch as
it reduces the expected contribution from assets by only $50. It does
very little to reduce the number of families who are being disqualified
because they have accrued a modest equity, much of it in paper ap-
preciation, in a home, farm, or business.

At the level of affluence which we believe should be qualifying for
basic grants, assets are negligible unless those assets are essential for
the provision of the family's living, as in the case of small businesses
and farms. Therefore, we repeat our prior recommendation that:

(1) The asset reserve allowance for all families should be increased
from $7,500 to $15,000.

(2) Fifty percent of family farm and business equity should be
excluded from the calculation of contribution from assets, in recog-
nition of the necessity of those assets for future income production.

These two recommendations are based upon a study conducted
recently by the College Entrance Examination Board.

This treatment will have the effect of protecting the low- and mod-
erate-income families with most of their wets in home, farm, or small
business to a much greater degree than would be the case-ase in the pro-
posed USOE treatment, but will continue to assess the families with
sizable asset holdings in excess of income producing or retirement
needs. We believe that the purposes of the program will be more
effectively served by these changes in the contribution schedule.

Mile not directly related to the family contribution schedule, the
subject of this hearing, we think the subcommittee should know
that the bask grants program is operating much more smoothly as
we begin the second year of operation.

While the timetable is still far behind what it should be if BEOG
is to form the foundation of student assistance, and while there are
still procedural problems to be worked out, the attitude of the fi-
nancial aid community toward the program is much improved.

We would like to believe that the training project conducted by
NASFAA, the American Personnel and Guidance Association, and
the National Association of College and University Business Officers
throughout the country last spring has contributed significantly to
that positive feeling.

Certainly the improved processing time and the simplification of
the application and student eligibility report have made a contri-
bution to the overall effectiveness of the program. We would urge the
subcommittee to review our recommendations for legislative changes
in the ptogam as it begins to draft authorizing legislation over the
next Jew months.

Mr. Tombaugh and I would be happy to respond to any questions
you might have at this point. We appreciate the opportunity to appear
before you.

[A comprehensive analysis of the current difficulty with the Social
Security treatment prepared by the University of Massachusetts,
dated May 29, 1974, follows:]
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ftoitridd iffe/gaachiellb

Arawier1G 0/00.?
FINANCIAL AID SFAVICES

May 29, 1914

The timetable James G. O'Hata
Howe 06 Repte.SestatiVed

2241 Rayburn Howe Mice Building
Washington, VC 20515

Von Congxessman O'Hata:

At you'continue you& ReviCW 06 student aid puyitams, I would like to Sting

one particular point tc you, attention. The actationship between social security

bcneiits and ialexal aid potopams, speciiicelty the Basic Gunt Pxogxam.

I as enclosing a copy oic a stmt chaptex 1 have mitten Fox inclusion in the
College ScholamhipSeltviCei Manual 604 Financial Aid 00ceite but as it Is some-

whit lengthy I'll try and testate the platen matt auccAnctly.

Social now:4 beneiits ate extended beyond age 18 (up to age 22) to Pal-
time, ummied students 14 paxents covered under the Social Security Act.

The 644.ii Grant Pxygtam considers the social security benegits received by
an individual student as the student's tesoutce and reduces BEOG eligibility as a
/meat; aid administxatou ate Likrxise supposed to consider social secuxity bent-
Ate although the Oiiice of Education has never issued a deiinitive statement on
halo the benelfits are to be counted.

The ptoblem 4 a simple one, the solution Is none comp/ex. As you will note

on Table 1, social security beneits me not sensitive to itutity size. At the

minimum benefits, 2hexe .s no diyenence between the one @had and .two child
At the average and suminlm benefecto, there 4.6 an incitement between one and two
children; but, theteaitex, the total amount received by the ianil.y unitis a constant

tegandless oi houimany child/ten axe involved.

ft. na
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Page 2 May 29, 1974

TABLE I

SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS - MARCH, 1974

Fatheh deceased:
----

ichad
-

i

mothet

-

2 Can
....

i

motheh

-- ..
3 can

i

motheh

4 can
i

motheA

5 can
i

mothehIlinZmon benellite to Gamily
135.80 Maximo 67.90 45.30 34.00 27.20 22.70

ea. ea. ea. ea. ea.
135.80 135.90 136.00 136.00 136.20

Avehage bene6114 to 6amify 177.00 139.40 104.60 83.70 69.70
418.20 Maximum . ea. ea. ea. ea. ea.

354.00 418.20 418.40 418.50 418.20
PIA 304.90

Maximum beneletts to iamify 228.70 184.40 138.30 110.70 92.20
553.20 Maximum ta. ea. ta. ta. ta.

457.40 553.20 555.20 553.50 553.20

The stated Nom o6 the kxtemion o6 4ociat 4ecutify bene6it4 lots to 1244i4t
4tudent6 in continuing the& education - a iinancial incentive and 4uppont measum.
16 we took to avt*age bene6Lt4, and con4:deh one example, the ptobtem i4 obvious.

A44ume a motheh and 3 children with 4ociat 4ecutity as the only income.
They have been aeceiving 5418.40 pen month. The adat child turns eighteen and
becomes a iutt-time student. That individual La now mailed a aepanate check Lou
5104.60 white the motheh and otheh two 4ihting4,aeceive a check Loa 5313.80. The
student hepold4 liLa sociat 4e/unity bene6it4 on his BEOG application. The applaxi-
mate 5950 Wonted seduces his etigihitity by a tike amount. Foa the 1973 phoce44-
ing yeah, the gaeat mato/city o6 OUR 4ocia 4ecv.W.y aeciptents did not heceive
Wig pante.

Thus, the 4ociat 4ecahi.ty aecipient student .14 not eligible Lou mach iinanciat
aid, and the living 4tandoad 06 hie mother and 4ibling4 i4 *educed.

16 the individual choom not to go to cottage on a 6utf-time basis, then the
mother 4ti2t contin0e4 to /waive the 5418.20 pa hemet6 and het. two other child -

hex and the eighteen yeah old can wohk and/oa attend 4choot pant-time With poten-
tatty inchea4ed aid eligibility a4 4ociat 4ecunity bene6it4 CAC not counted,.

The (66ect oL cument aegutation4 on alt social 4m/city imnifie4 that have
mane dependents than me needed to /teach the maximn beneiit4 (molt than one child
in daabled and hatiAcq ca4e4, moat than two in deceased ca4e4) to /Leduc( the

student's eligibility Lou aca white alto aeducing the 4ocia 4ecutity.aeceived by
otheh membeA4 oL the iamity unit below the level they would have teemed teL the
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other dependent was not a student. The fugal...Lions make ieconomicatty dis-
advantageous boa a social tecusity ucipient to go on to cottage.

I can ice tam, possible solutions to the ;nobly*.

1) Taut the student's social tecuaiti apatt gum the idnitY.4.
The (amity unit including chilbten undue 14 would continue to
get theiA maxim,: entitlement. The student's soc.ia! secuitity
would be additioncl monies and a positive incentive to molt
ix post-seundoity education.

2) Apply a student bielamett ugclation to (edemas student aid paogim,

i.e. inioamation .16 collected on numbeit oi dependents and the
total social talkity income oi the Gamily. I6 that ace moat than
the needed numbeioi dependents not counting the applicant, then
AO social 4itettlary besteiZt I ace chaaged to the applicant.

Thus, one chili ianities and ease two child iosiities would have social
sectou:ty collated 44' a student Rebowtet as is now but lagvt Polities would
not have to utiles, an income seduction because one oi the laxity decided to go
to college. It is probably kepossibte to do anything about Basic Gaunt itegu-

lations at this time but with the inclusion oi 4-5 questions on social secutity,
it should be possible to Implement a student incitement appaoach kit 1975 -76.

Asa UP:poly:ay ',lithium, we ace advising owt*cludents ium oven the maxima
site (amities not to apply ion continuation oi social security beneiits and to
imitate on their 13E00 application that they will not be acleiving said buteiits.

I hope that in the comae oi your heaitings, you WILL bind time to corwidea

the "Mee o6 social see:Laity in student aid. The raesent situation obviously
Outs us to deal in injustices and VAN. economic disincentive to &willies as
student assistance - yet anoltea mat wheat altetoa2c and uclity Nee

Thank you Oa your inteitest in student assistance paogatuas.

RD/ycb

Sinceaely,

al MO,
P.CchoAd A. Vent
DiAett04, Financial Aid Seavices

3
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much for a fine statement.
You mention here that there should be a yearly review of the recom-

mendations, and review of legislative changes.
What legislative changes are you recommending?
Mr. TOMBAUGH. This refers to our prior testimony, over the past

several months, of legislative change that might be done when the act
is authorized prior to next June.

It does not specifically refer to any of the testimony we gave heretoday.
Senator PELL. Just to refresh my memory, what are your legislatl ye

recommendations?
Mr. Toms/man. There are a number of things that we thilik need

to be clarified as far as intent is concerned.
OE seems to have felt they can get around one of them, the treat-

ment of social security and GI bill as a part of family income rather
than student resource.

Senator PELL. That is being changed now.
But what are your recommendations to which you refer?
Mr. TOMBAUGH. The primary factors, I think, are with respect to

the need to even have a separate need analysis concept built into this
program in that there are already existing means of determining a
family's ability to pay.

I will need to review our other testimony. We can submit that to
you in writing if you like.

Senator PELL. I was just wondering.
You said something here about we would urge the subcommittee to

review our recommendations for legislative changes.
Mr. TOMBAUGH. Can we submit what we said in the past?
Senator PELL. Yes, submit it for the record.
[The material referred to and subsequently supplied follows:]

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATORS,
Washington, D.C., October 10, 1974.

Hon. CLAIBORNE PELL,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Education, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR PELL: As indicated in our testimony of October 3 the National

Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators has developed a number of
suggested revisions in the authorizing legislation for the Basic Educational Op-
portunity Grant program. Our reference in the testimony was somewhat mis-
leading, inasmuch as our prior testimony on this subject in recent months has been
confined to House Subcommittee hearings, because of your intense involvement in
elementary and becondary legislation.

Attached you will find excerpts from our testimony before the Special Subcom-
mittee on Education in the house relative to the 3EOG program. We will be
prepared to provide similar testimony to the Senate Subcommittee for any hearings
on the programs of Title IV which you might schedule in the weeks and months to
come.

Thank you again for the opportunity to provide our views on the Family
Contribution Schedule. Nirs. Edwards and I appreciate your dedication to the goal
of equality of opportunity which we all share.

Sincerely,
RICHARD L. TOMBAUGH,

Executive Secretary.

; ra
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATORS,

Washington, D.C., September 17, 1073.
Mr. PETER K. U. VoIGT,
Acting Coordinator, Basic Grants Program,
U.S. Office of Education, Washington, D.C.

DEAR PETER: I am writing to confirm our recent discussions about the need for
some kind of reimbursement or allowance to institutions for the administrative
costs associated with the Basic Grants Program. Although the Basic Grant is a
non-institutionally based program in comparison to the SEOG, NDSL, and CW-
SP responsibilities we now have, there still are significant investments of time and
effort on the part of the financial aid and business offices involved. In fate, the
administrative duties requested of the institution, because of the coordination
required with the other programs, are only slightly less than the "college-based"
programs.

In order to document this request for financial consideration, allow me to list
some of the functions being provided by the institution for the Basic Grats
Program.

(1) Distribution of Applications. Although we all hope that this year will prove
to be atypical, a large portion of the distribution of applications fell to the post-
secondary -shoots. My university and many others sent BOG forms to all admitted
freshrne% sins the high schools were closed and could not be effectively used for
distribution. As the program expands to include continuing students, much of the
distribution load will fall upon the financial aid officer.

(2) Counseling. Much institutional time has been and will be utilized in counsel-
ing students and parents about the Basic Grants Program. The layman is easily
confused about the number and complexity of the forms involved in the many
financial aid programs, how the various programs interact, and the reasons for
the varying outcomes:The only one location easily identified as being involved
in almost all aspects is the institutional aid officer, and he takes the brunt of all
such questioning. There is no doubt that the Basic Grants Program added im-
measurably to this counseling load.

(3) Preliminary Award Calculation. While not very involved for each application,
particularly this year when cost was not a factor at many schools, the sum total
will prove to be considerable when cost becomes a variable and numbers become
larger.

(4) Revision of Previous Awards. Again we can hope that the current year will be
atypical and that future BOG determinations will, for the most part, be made
early enough to be teflected in the original aid package. Realistically, however,
there will always be a significant number of students who, for one reason or
another, will not have BOG eligibility determined prior to the package and will
require "reworking" by the aid officer.

(5) Final Award Determination. As with the preliminary determination, this
function will become much more time - consuming when cost becomes a factor and
numbers increase. The need to provide this step in the process at the time of
registration compounds the responsibility.

(6) Payment of Awards. Whether done by check or crediting the recipients'
accounts, the actual payment involves a significant expenditure of institutional
time and effort. The cost of producing a check is estimated to run from fikV to
$1.00 each, and the accounting costs for crediting accounts is little, if any, less
expensive, considering the need to obtain a signed receipt.

(7) Accounting and Reporting. Although somewhat difficult to gauge at this time
due to the yet unpublished regulations, these functions presumably will be
similar to the institutional responsibilities in the collegc-based programs. Hope-
fully, some of the procedures 1eing forecast for this aspect, such as the personal
signattn es of the aid officer on each individual award form, can be simplified.

Thus, even though the Basic Grants Program is "advertised" as a non-insti-
tutional program in nature, the school indeed has a considerable involvement in
the administrative process. In fact, the administrative functions are little, if any,
less demanding than those of the SEOG program. While it is undeniable that the
institution receives benefit from the program via the students it supports, it is
increasingly difficult for the school to cover the expanding costs of operating the
federal programs. As with all other elements of the federal assistance programs,
we have need for a government-institution partnership in paying for the addi-
tional costs of operation. Thus, the National Association does not seek full reim-
bursement of these costs, but only partial relief for the expenses involved.

.!
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Since our last discussion concerning the provision of an administrative cost
allowance to institutions for their part in the Basic Grant Program, I have asked
a number of financial aid officers to provide estimates of actual cost to perform
the various functions required. As you can appreciate, this is very difficult to do
at this point in time because of the fact that we have not been through a complete
cycle of operation, nor do the institutions even know what all the accounting and
reporting requirements will be until the final set of regulations is published.

The estimates I have received cover a substantial range, probably dependent
upon the functions included. They run all the way from $5.00 to $40.00 per appli-
cation processed, but most are concentrated in the $10.00 to $15.00 range. Some
of the variation depends upon whether or not data processing costs are passed on
to the individual financial aid and or business offices involved; whether or not
professional staff time spent in counseling students and parents is considered;
whether or not space and utility costs are prorated; etc.

Pending more comprehensive review, when we have a year's experience under
our belts, I would suggest the following hypotheses about institutional costs of
administration:

(1) A "per application" allowance makes more sense than a percentage of dollars
involved, since there is little, if any, difference in the cost of processing a small
grant versus a large one.

(2) The "per application" cost is a function of the number of applications
actually handled; there are basic costs of processing even one recipient, i.e., setting
up the account, operating the letter of credit, filing the required reports, etc.,
which do not increase in direct proportion to the volume handled, while other costs
are incurred on each application processed (for example, drawing a check for
payment). Therefore, a sliding scale based upon volume would probably be the
most fair to all concerned. A low flat rate would be satisfactory to larger institu-
tions with greater numbers to process, but would be unfair to smaller schools. A flat
rate sufficient to cover the costs for smaller "users" would unduly reimburse the
larger volume schools. This may be an academic issue this year in view of the
funds available for reimbursement, but should be considered henceforth.

(3) The cost of administration should be shared equally by the federal govern-
ment and the institution. Although the institution is a beneficiary of the program,
it is to the advantage of the Office of Education that these functions be carried
on by the institution. Not only will the students be better served, but it will be less
expensive to reimburse institutions for half of the cost than to perform the same
functions within O.E. or contract out for the services.

Again pending further evaluation after a year or so of. experience, NASFAA
recommends that the partial reimbursement of administrative cost be based upon
the following formula:

$10.00 per processed application for the first 100 recipients
$7.50 for each processed application over 100 but less than 500
$5.00 for each processed application over 500

It is our belief that this formula will provide reimbursement approximating one
half of the actual cost of administration at the institution.

I will be happy to discuss this proposal in depth with you at your convenience.
Do not hesitate to call upon me.

Sincerely,
RICHARD L. TOMBAUGH,

Executive Secretary.

NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
OF AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE,

Fargo, N. Dak., May 29, 1974.
Mr. PETER K. U. VOIGT,
Director, Division of Basic Grants, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,

Office of Education, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. VOIOT: The eagerly awaited "Basic Grant Payment Schedule" for

1974-75 has arrived; however, I am deeply disturbed by the provisions of the
schedule which dictate that actual individual cost data be established and utilized
in determining the amount of the Basic Grant stipend.

Our office has delayed sending 1974-75 award notices to students pending
receipt of the "Basic Grant Payment Schedule" with the expectation that the
exact amount of the Basic Grant could then be determined and specified as a
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resource on the student's award letter. This was considered essential to eliminate
(or at least minimize) subsequent adjustments to individual aid packages. Because
of late notification of BEOG Awards, most 1973-74 award letters mailed last
summer did not include the Basic Grant Award and, as a result, hundreds of aid
revisions were required when the BEOG recipients arrived on campus in the fall.
These revisions generated an administrative burden of near chaotic proportions
we do not relish the prospect of a similar ordeal this fall.

In spite of this concern, however, we discover that the provisions of the new
"Basic Grant Payment Schedule" would create an administrative problem of
even greater size and complekity. First of all, there is no conceivable method by
which we can establish individual room and board cost figures for BEOG recip-
isnts until late summer or until they arrive on campus this fall; consequently, we
will be compelled Co either delete reference to the BEOG on the award letter, or
establish an "average" cost and calculate an estimated BEOG stipend on this
basis. In either case, we must again anticipate the administrative confusion of
adjusting the majority of aid awards made to BEOG recipients.

Our overriding concern, however, is the increased complexity of the adjusiment
process resulting from a multiplicity of room and board options. For example, a
student attending our institution next fall can choose from a total of fifty-seven
board and/or room options, depending upon one of ten residence halls selected,
5 -day or 7-day board contract, single or double room, etc. A student's selection of
one of f these options would prescribe the use of one of eleven separate cost figures
for the BEOG computation. (Six of these cost figures fall below the $1,100 room
and board standard set by the "Payment Schedule," and four are above.) These
eleven cost figures, In turn, would fit into one of five cost categories on the "Basic
Grant Payment Schedule." (The problems discussed here do not involve our out-
of-state students inasmuch as tuition charges for these students place them at a
cost figure above $2,100; however, these students represent only 10-15% of our
aid recipients. Total cost figures for ALL in-state students at our institution will be
less than $2,100.)

The prospect of accurately determining which of the fifty-seven options will be
utilized by the hundreds of individual BEOG recipients expected on our campus
this fall is staggering. (When I called our Director of Housing to explore methods
of gathering this data, he threatened to hang up on me!) I hesitate to even suggest
the likelihood that many BEOG recipients will utilize more than one of these
options during the course of an academic year, thereby significantly altering his
educational costs and thus, logically, affecting the amount of his BEOG entitle-
ment..

Utilization of actual cost figures will also create the near incredible situation
whereby a BEOG recipient living at home one or two blocks from our campus
could qualify for a Basic Grant stipend $74 greater than a recipient living in a
double room in one of our residence halls on a 5-day board contract. It is also
significant to note that the student on the 5-day board contract would generally
pay cash for his weekend meals, whsreas the student at home could pocket the $74

and eat with his parents.
Hopefully, the above will adequately demonstrate the bewildering complexity of

a system which dictates utilization of individualized cost data for BEOG compu-
tations and provides reasonable evidence that more realistic and workable pro-
cedures must be devised.

I am aware that the legislation addressed itself to "actual cost of attendance";
however, it also specifies that the definition of this cost is "subject to regulations
of the Commissioner." Accordingly, I would urge that the Commissioner prescribe
cost standards which would enable the financial aid officer to establish the exact
BEOG stipend prior to construction of a total aid package. I would propose that
this could be accomplished by permitting institutions with total cost figures under
$2,100 to utilize the $1,500 standard cost figure for all BEOG recipients. The
institutional tuition charge would be added to this cost, permitting the aid officer
to immediately establish the exact BEOG stipend. The student could then be
notified of his total aid package and the confusion and administrative complica-
tions of subsequent revisions avoided.

Although the thoughts expressed here are my own, I have visited with each of the
aid officers at the public institutions within North Dakota and I can report that,
without exception, they anticipate major problems in establishing Basic Grant
amounts for 1974-75 because of the actual cost of attendance provisions of the
"Payment Schedule." It is logical to assume that this situation will prevail at
most, if not all, of the moderate cost public institutions throughout the country.
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I am convinced that we aro dealing with an administrative problem of major pro-
portions requiring prompt corrective action. Your careful consideration of the
thoughts I have presented here will bo greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,
WAYNE K. TESMER,

Director.

BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS

We have appeared before the Subcommittee several times in the past with our
recommendations on the Basic Grant Program. Most of thosc occasions, however,dealt with the regulatory function being exercised by the Office of Education.
Our recommendations for changes in the law are not extensive. They consist
primarily of requests for clarification of Congressional intent, in order to simplifythe administration of the program. Other recommendations have been advancedby us previously in our testimony on H.R. 13815, which we hope can be advanced
through the Congress immediately, rather than being incorporated into a morecomprehensive piece of legislation which may take a longer time to gain enactment.

Our first recommendation is in reference to Section 411(a)(2)(B)(iv). whichdefines the term "actual cost of attendance." The cost of attendance did not
cause much problem for the current year because the low level of the grant awardswas not close to one-half the cost at most institutions, and almost all schoolscould use S1200+ as their cost figure without further delineation. For the coming
year, however, the problem is a very real one for all institutions with costs under$2100. I would request that a letter from Mr. Wayne Tesmer, a Vice President ofNASFAA, to Mr. Peter Voigt be placed in the record to document this problem.
Briefly summarized, if actual costs are required for setting each recipient's grant
amount, it is very difficult to establish the grant amount prior to actual enrollment.
Even then it means that some schools will have several dozen cost figures to use
because of multiple room and board options and/or tuition and fees charged bythe credit hour. At the present time, the Office of Education is interpreting
"actual cost" very literally for those students who pay room and/or board to the
institution, but is utilizing estimates for those who live and/or at outside the
confines of the school. Mr. Tesmer's letter further defines the problem.In order to resolve the problem, we would urge that the law be amended to
provide that the "average" cost of attendance for students of similar circumstances
be used in lieu of "actual" cost in the establishment of maximum grants. Then an
institution might develop four or five budget categories rather than being required
to construct cost figures unique to each student. On the one hand, O.E. is presently
saying that the determination of the family contribution can be a rough estimate
because the grant is limited to one-half of cost anyway, and the other aid criteria
can be more' precise;-on the other hand, they are saying that cost must he de-
termined precisely (hut only those paid directly to the institution) because the
law requires it. Please relieve them of this need to be inconsistent.

We would urge, as we did when testifying on H.R. 13815, that Sections 411
(a) (3) (A) (i) and (ii) be amended to require that the Commissioner publish the
family contribution schedule in the Federal Register no later than April 1 pre-
ceeding the fiscal year of applicability. Further, we recommend that the samedate he the deadline for submission of that schedule to the Congress and that
July 1 be the deadline for any Congressional resolution of disapproval. The
proposals in H.R. 13815 for changing these dates were good, but they did not
go far enough. If this program is to ever serve its intended purpose, and actually
be a floor or foundation source of assistance, states and institutions should know
about BEOG outcomes by February 1 of each year. Anything later will always
find state, institutional and local financial assistance already in place by the timeBEOG notices are provided, necessitating time-consuming and confusing re-
vision of aid packages. More importantly, the BEOG simply cannot, under present
conditions, be considered a motivating force for postsecondary enrollment, as theCongress intended.

Our next recommendation was also addressed in H.R. 13815. It relates to Sec-
tion 411 (a)(3) (B) (iv) and the treatment of Social Security and G.I. Bill bene its
This provision, particularly regarding Social Security, has probably deprived
more needy students of BEOG support than any inadequacy of the family con-
tribution schedule. Our collective experience indicates that students from low
income families simply do not receive Social Security benefits for educational
purposes, no matter what the intent of the legislation or the Social Security
Administration might be. These payments are normally considered a family
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resource, not a student resource, and are pooled with whatever other income the
family might have.

The implications of the G.I. Bill are not quite so clear, due to the fact that
most recipients are independent students by definition. It does not seem to make
any difference if the benefits are treated as a student or a family resource. In any
event, the exclusion of one-half of the benefits from consideration as a student
resource provides an advantage to the veteran as compared to the non-veteran
who is supporting his education from part-time employment rather than the G.I.
Bill. If. this was the intent, it is working.

We would recommend that all Social Security and G.I. Bill benefits be treated
as "family" income and considered as any other form of income the family might

have.
Section 411(b)(3)(B)(v) provides that no payment under the scheduled reduc-

tion can be less than $50.00. A significant number of awards this year were in
that amount. Grants of such small amounts accomplish very little. Assistance
to the students is almost non-existent, and the cost of delivering the award to
the recipient is probably greater than the award itself. We suggest that the
minimum award be at least $100.00, and we see little need to vary from the
minimum $200.00 award at full funding. If lesser amounts are not enough to be
concerned about under full funding, why should they be more significant when
the funding is less?

The past three Administration budgets have demonstrated the wisdom of the
Congress when it protected the campus-based student aid programs from "extinc-
tion by substitution." Had it not been for Section 411(b) (4), there is little ques-
tion that funding would not have been continued for the National Direct Student
Loan and Supplemental Opportunity Grant programs. We have already spoken
to the continuing need for NI)SL in earlier testimony. Later in this statement
we will do the same for SEOG. While the Congress seems to appreciate these
programs, the Administration apparently does not. Thus we urge that the
"threshold" levels be retained and in fact increased. For the past three years
Congress has appropriated constant amounts for the campus-based programs,
even though the threshold level was less in the case of SEOG and CWSP. In
order to insure the continuation of these programs at least at the current levels,
we recommend that the threshold levels be raised to $210 million for SEOG and
$270 million for CWSP; otherwise, the advances we make in increased funding
of BEOG will be diminished by decreases in other programs.

When we appeared before the Subcommittee onApril 11 of this year, we reported
our concern about the lack of any recognition on the part of the Executive Branch
of the administrative burden which has been placed upon institutions by the
Basic Grants program. We referred to our request, frequently repeated, that the
Commissioner use the authority already provided by the Congress to partially
reimburse schools for the administrative costs being incurred. I would ask that a
letter from Mr. Tombaugh to Mr. Voigt last September be placed in the record, as
it describes the problem most completely. At the same April 11 hearing, Com-
missioner Ottina assured Mr. Dellenback that such was still under consideration,
but no decision has et been announced. It seems obvious to us, in view of the

Executivestance taken by the Executive Branch with regard to similar proposals for guaran-
teed loans, that such reimbursements will not be forthcoming without a mandate
from the Congress. We recognize that the institution benefits from the enrollment
of Basic Grant recipients; we do not argue that fact. We do dispute the position
that the institution can and should absorb all costs resulting from BEOG ad-
ministration. We only ask that the cost be shared, as outlined in Mr. Tombaugh's
letter. Other federal agencies provide for administrative costs incurred by institu-
tions; the campus-based programs provide partial reimbursement; To suggest that
the institutions have no significant role in the administration of Basic Grants is to
ignore the obvious. We ask that language be added to the law to insure that the
institutional role (and expense) is recognized.

Obviously, the Association wants to see Basic Grants continued and expanded.
There are many administrative improvements that need to be made, but the
authorizing law needs minimal change. We will continue to work with the Office of
Education to resolve the regulatory problems that make the program difficult for
students and institutions. We appreciate your continuing interest and concern for

these practical matters.
Senator PELL. Now, I remember when I first introduced this con-

cept of the basic grant, there was some very real reservations on ;the
part of the college financial aid officers.
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What is the feeling among the financial aid officers in the com-
munity with regard to this program?

Mrs. EDWARDS. May I back up and say I do not think the com-
munity ever really had any objection?

Senator PELL. I did not say objection. I said reservations.
Mrs. EDWARDS. We were maybe a little bit afraid because this was

something so new.
At the present time, I would say that the total attitude is positive.
We all see that this _does open the doors to students who might

otherwise not have pursued education beyond the high school level,
and we are very happy to tell you that the students are participating
more,

We think the workshops had an impact upon them, and we think
the communication has been improved.

At my own institution, we have $202,000 coining in this year for
BEOG, whereas last year we had $50,000.

Mr. Tombaugh will agree with me that this is reflected throughout
the country.

I do not think, if we have any carryover this year, it will be in the
proportion it was last year.

Senator PELL. Do yon see the danger that as we broaden the
eligibilityyou suggest we diminish the amount.

Would we not do better for the time being to concentrate on trying
to keep the amounts so they really are substantially an assist to the
student rather than broadening the eligibility?

Mrs. EowAans. You ask a very, very difficult question.
My leaning, however, is this. fknow we must keep it at the reason-

able 'level so it does have impact upon cost of education. But, at the
same time, Senator, von were trying to give us legislation which would
open the doors to alt qualified students.

It is my personal feeling we should do what is necessary to qualify
those students. And if it does reduce it somewhat, it is better to get
those students into the mainstream and get them started than never
to have opened the doors at all.

Mr. TOMBAUGI If I could amplify, if expanding the eligible group
should have the effect of reducing the average grant by, let us say,
$100, there are other ways and means that the students can utilize
to get the $100.

If the population continues to be excluded, ninny of them will never
have the motivation to even seek out other money, and they will
never get there at all.

Granted, the grant ha'; to be sizable enough to get them there. But
if we can keep it at a reasonable level and get them there, we can get
them on through.

Senator PELL. I was struck by Mr. Rice's figures that show that
from the families with extremely low income, who are very poor, very
few youngsters apply, while from the families who are better off, more
individuals apply. So you almost have the some number appl3ing for
families with more than $12,000 a year income as you do in the whole
much larger range below that.

Mrs. EDWARDS. I have not seen those figures yet, and I am very
interested.
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I heard if for the first time this morning, Senator, and would be
happy to see them.

I tbink there are many. many factors that would account for that.
The communications problem could very well be one of them.

Senator PELL I think probably the communications responsibility
should not be part of this program.

Mrs. Eow Altos. I agree with you.
Senator PELL. This program should strictly be a financial aid

program, and we should exert all the force we (*al to see it get its full
funding.

The burden of communications should rest through other programs.
Would you not agree with that?
Mrs. EinrAns. I would say certainly it is not out of line to suggest

that the communications problem should be resolved through other
channels, if this is the case.

This program should provide the money to get the students there,
but we should find other ways of communicating.

Senator PELL. Where are the forms available for this program?
Am I correct in saying that high schools, post offices and financial

aid officers have these?
Mrs. EowAnns. And libraries, and also the talent search program,

the upward bound program. These are the types of places we talk
about.

Senator PELL. Some of those are rather obscure names. If I am
talking to a constituent, where do I tell them to go?

Mrs. EuwAttos. To go to the libraries. to the post offices.
Senator PELL. You mean all public libraries have these forms?
Mrs. EnwAnos. Yes.
Senator PILL. I am delighted to hear that.
Mr. VOIGT. It is a very difficult thing to get a mailing list to the

public libraries.
Mrs. EDWARDS. This has been publicized, I am happy to tell you,

in a lot of spot television and radio broadcasts at 2 and 3 in the morn-
ing, when I cannot sleep. They are done in different ways to get the
attention of young people.

Senator PEI.L. You mentioned three categories, public schools, post
offices, and financial aid officers.

Mr. VOIGT. We did not utilize the post office this year.
Senator PELL. But they were utilized last year?
Mr. VOIGT. Yes.
Senator PELL. Why were they not utilized this year?
Mr. VOIGT. The success of the post office was somewhat limited.
Post offices are not generally in the business of providing direct

communications to students.
Senator PELL. But are there not many rural communities where

they do not have libraries but they have a post office?
Mr. VOIGT. There are, indeed, but the office sent them to the high

schools. And this year the forms were put out early enough so they
were available in the high schools.

Senator PALL. Thank you very much, indeed, for your testimony,
and it was good to see you here again.

Mrs. EDWARDS. Thank you very much.

.
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Senator PELL. This concludes our hearing.
At this point I order printed all statements of those who could not

attend and other pertinent material submitted for the record.
[The material referred to follows:]
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Basic Educational Opportunity Grants

Family Contribution Schedule

The National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education

represents the historically Black colleges and universities of our

nation. There are 107 institutions located in fifteen Southern

states, four Northern states, and the District of Columbia, enroll-

ing more than 180,000 students. These institutions graduate more

than 30,000 students annually with baccalaureate, graduate and

professional degrees. These institutions have made and are making

a significant contribution to higher education and the American

Nation.

:.zapirg with the need of most institutions of higher education

to have available the necessary financial resources for their stu-

dents, student financial assistance is the number one priority.

An approach to student financial assistance that includes the

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program, the College

Work Study Program, the Direct Student Loan Program, the Basic

Educational Opportunity Grants Program, and the Guaranteed Student

Loans will be necessary for the foreseeable future to bring to fru-

ition the educational hopes of thousands of students of this nation.

Therefore, it is important that the Basic Educational Opportunity

Grants Program Family Contribution Schedule be given consideration
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for the impact that it has and will have on what happens in the

lives of thousands of college eligible students.

The Family Contribution Schedile for the Basic Educational Oppor-

tunity Grants Program should be further amended for Academic

Year 1975-1976 if this program is to be equitable for those who

qualify for participation.

In keeping with the modified proposals that Commissioner Bell has

submitted to this Committee on the BEOG Family Contribution Sched-

ule, I will direct the major portion of my remarks.

Proposal One seeks to increase the asset reserve from $7,500 to

$8,500. This does several things, namely:

1. Enlarges the pool of eligibles and broadens the base
of participation in the program.

2. Raises the definitional problem of equity and debts

against the assets. Are these real debts/immediate
debts or are they deferred debts?

Proposal Two pertains to the consideration given to the Effective

income of students. The fact that the previous modifications did

alleviate problems for social security recipients from the lowest

income families, this treatment still results in problems with re-

gards to inequities for other recepients of social security bene-

fits. The proposal that the "effective income of the student" be

made equivalent dollar-for-dollar with other family income, and

assessed at the same marginal rate bears some thought. The treat-

ment of veterans benefits should be given special study.

Proposal Three on adjusting the basis of the family size offsets
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currently in use by the Consumer Price Index for 1974 is not clear

as stated.

Proposal Four addresses the issue of the independent student who

was employed in the base year but who lost his employment order

to pursue postsecondary education. In order to deal with this prob-

lem, it is proposed that all independent applicants, who were not

students in the base year and who were employed on a full-time basis,

be permitted to file a Basic Grant application using estimated cur-

rent year income data.

This proposal should be further expanded to include the unemployed

those who were employed on a half-time of part-time basis to bring

equity to this provision..

There should also be given consideration to the impact of inflation

and unemployment upon the economy. The low income families bear a

disporportionate burden of the unemployment.

The Higher Education Daily of October 1, 1974, began its headline

as follows: Students to get less BOG Aid next year in reporting

the testimony of the United States Office of Education Commissioner

Bell.

The reasons given were as follows:

1. that appropriations for the program for grants in
academic year 1975-76(FY75) are likely to be in-
sufficient to cover the greater number of students
who will be eligible.

2. the number of postsecondary schools whose students
are eligible for basic grants has gone from about
4,300 at the beginning of 1973-74 to 5,500 this year.

70
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3. Reforms in the Family Contribution Schedule this

year and proposed reform for next year, will
make more students eligible for grants.

4. Improvements in the distributions of application
materials have drawn more students into the pro-
gram.

Adding on a third year of first year students as well as the

expansion of the pool within each of the three years will im-

pact the distribution of funds within this program.

This being the case, CcIngress must:

1. Take a very close look at the proposed family
contribution schedule.

2. Recognize that this increase in the pool of
eligible which in turn decreases the size of
the grants for participating students necessitates

a larger amount of funds being put in the college
based programs in order to provide the difference
between up to 1,400 or half of the cost whichever
is less and also provide the other half necessary
for students to participate in the Postsecondary

experience.

3. Reconsider the relative future of the non-colleges based

loan programs as problematic with the economic

crises of today.

4. Look at what is happening here as it relates to the
Independent Groups such as College Boards who have

already announced a substantial cut in the parental
contribution schedules for the next academic year.

S. Consider the potential situation arising where students

will be standing at the door of institutions with
underfunded BEOG Grants but lack the other funds to

matriculate. What will this mean for the economic
health of our institutions? What will this mean for

the private sector? Who will make up the difference

in student assistance?

6. Give priority consideration in the institutional based
programs to those students from families with tittle

or no discretionary income and little or no asset

reserves.

7i
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The BEOG may, in fact, increase the tendency of lower income

students to enroll at lower cost institutions because the amount
of unmet need or additional aid required is lower at these in-

stitutions and it would be reduced at a faster rate than at higher
cost institutions.

Low income students, who are enrolled in disproportionate

numbers at low cost institutions,
may find that low cost institu-

tions become their only
educational alternatives under BEOG. Their

access to lower cost institutic-ss
may be increased by the BEOG

but their choice of education
among all institutions may remain

as resticted as now.

7 2,
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APPENDIX

Progress Report on the National Debates about Financing Post-

secondary Education Ten Basic Issues. Paper presented at the

American Political Science Association Meeting in Chicago on

August 30, 1974 by:

Carol Van Alstyne, Chief Economist Policy Analysis
Service - American Council in Education

You may recently have read editorials in the newspapers or seen

television programs describing the plight of the middle-income

student; It is pointed out that, while low-income students re-

ceive financial assistance and while upper-income students can

still rely on their parents for financial help, middle-income

students are not getting aid from either source and thus are

being squeezed out of higher education. However, as Miles

Fisher, Executive Director of the National Association for Equal

Opportunity in Higher Education remarked recently,
1
we character-

istically use the term access in two different ways, depending

on whether we apply it to low-income or middle-income students.

Middle-income students do have access to low-cost institutions

but generally not to high-cost institutions; we interpret this

to mean that they are being "denied access." In contrast, though

low-income students who receive financial aid are in the same

situation (i.e., they have access to low-cost institutions but

not to high-cost ones), we do not regard this as denial of access.

We hw.e made a hidden value judgment that access to low-cost in-

stitutions is sufficient "access" for low-income students but not

for middle-income students, who have a "right" (so we judge) to

the "best"--i.e., most expensive--education.

7
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Access, in the sense of a chance to go to college, may no longer

be an adequate measure of opportunity. In recent discussions,

people from low-income and minority backgrounds have pressed hard

to extend the concept of equality of educational opportunity from

mere access to any institution to choice of an institution and now

to capacity for achievement, with opportunity unrestricted by lack

of money.

Sharp differences persist in the debate over the most effective

mechanism by which to increase access to higher education.

7 4
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Hon. CLAIBORNE PELL,
Chairman, Education Subcommittee, Labor and Public Welfare Committee,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ma. CUAIRMtN: Enclosed is a letter I have received from Mrs. De llora

Schmidt from Max, North Dakota, concerning family contribution schedules
for the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants.

Mrs. Schmidt has made a %ery good point about the use of it previous year's
income in determining the family s contribution. Farm incomes can fluctuate
wildly depending on farm prices, the weather, and numerous other factors
Because of these fluctuations, Mrs. Schmidt has suggested that giants be based
on an average of a family's income over a three year period. This, I believe,
would be a much fairer way of assessing income for farm families.

I would very much appreciate pow taking Mrs. Schmides letter and this
subject into consideration when your Subcommittee again considers the family
contribution schedule for the BEOG Program.

With kind regards, I am
Sincerely,
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U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE N THE JUDICIART,

Washington, D.C., September 2,5, 1974.

Enclosure.

Hon. QUENTIN BURDICK,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BURDICK: I have several things I would like your consideration
on. I realize this is a busy time but these are important issues on education for our
North Dakota young people.

First off, I would like to have some equality on the Basic Opportunity Grants
for college students. We have a Freshman and a Sophomore attending N.D.S.LT.-
BB. Neither one received BOG or State Aid. They got a local community scholar-
ship for good grades from Bnttineau ($100 a quarter) for which we were very
grateful because we don't even live in the area.

I would like to see the grants based on a three year income average insteadof on
last years only. You know last year was a good year with grain, cattle, and hog
prices up but this year it is down. You can't send a child to college this year on
last years income.

It makes the young people of today wonder if it pays to work when they see
their friends getting up to MOO and $2,000 given to them when just because I
work they don't get any aid. Especially when these families are our neighbors and
crops and returns are like ours.

You may ask why don't they get Work Study jobs, well they have applied but
the jobs are given to out of state students. Now, why must our State supported
schools do that? Their first concern should be North Dakota youth because it is
our tax money. I feel we are really hit hard first to support the colleges and then to
send our children there while others from out of state get it cheaper without
paying one cent of taxes in N. Dak. I don't mind working to help educate our
children but why must I do it for the neighbors and for out of staters?

As a teacher I would like to express my thanks for your vote on II. It. 69 and
urge your favorable vote on the appropriation bill for Public Law 93-380 for our
schools.

I would appreciate anything done by you, as we need to keep our young people
in the state for a better North Dakota.

Sincerely,

QUENT/N N. BURDICK.

MAX, N. DAK., September 18, 1974-

Mrs. DEI.LORA
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U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,

Washington, D.C., October d, 1974.Hon. TERREL H. BELL,
Commissioner of Education, U.S. Office of Education, Department of Health,Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C.

Dr: Nu Diu. CommisstoNlit: Thank you for your letter of September 20, aug-
mented by your testimony of October 3 before the Subcommittee on Education,detailing the changes you propose to make in the Family Contribution Schedulefor the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program.

%Ve are extremely pleased that you are asking to make the Schedule more
equitable with regard to the family size offset, the treatment of Social Securityand veterans' benefits, and the independent student uho leases full-time employ-
ment to attend postsecondary education. These changes should have a significantimpact toward Making the Basic Grant Program more responsible to the needs ofthe students it was intended to serve.

We believe that the increase in the assets exclusion from $7,500 to $8,500represents a step in the right direction. While we would prefer a more liberalized
assets treatment, we will not insist on such a change at this time. In light of the
current limited appropriations situation, such a change would even furtherdilute the amounts available for individual grants.

We believe that the changes you have made in the Family Contribution Schedule
make it acceptable to the Subcommittee on Education. Thi letter will serve asof notice that the Subcommittee does not plan to disapprove the Schedule.
We hope that this %%ill be sufficient to allow you to implement the new Schedule
as soon as possible and to disseminate information on next year's program expedi-
tieuly in order to assure that every eligible student receives the grant to which heor she is entitled.

Sincerely,
CLAutottNE PELL,

Chairman,. Subcommittee on Education.
Pi.Ti.ic H. Domtxtet...

Ranking 31inority Monber, Subcommittee oo Education.

DEPARTMLNT OF III.ALTII, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
OFFICE Di EDUC1TION,

Washington, D.C., October 8, 11)74.
Hon. CLAIBORNE PELL,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Education, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,,

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DI Alt St N: VrOlt PI LL: Thank you for your letter of October 3 in m hick you

indicated the Subcommittee's general satisfaction nit!' our proposed Schedule of
Family Contributions fur the Basle Grants Program.

Since Be appeared before you last Thursday, ue have had further discussions
%%WI the House Special Subcommittee on Education. As a re-nit of these conver-
sations. Be are pr(oposing one further modification in the treatment of assets.

As you know, our original proimsal contained an increase iii the amount to be
subtracted from net assets of $1,000, raising the assets reserve to $5,500. We are
now recommending that this asset reserve be further increased to a level of$10,000.

1Ve are making this proposal in the hope that this proposed change will meet
the concerns uhich have been e pressed concerning the treatment of assets in this
program and Bill permit an early resolution of these Schedules for the 1975-70academic year.

Sincerely,
T. II. BELL,

U.S. Commissioner of Education.
Senator PELL. The subcommittee will recess until the call of the

Chair.
(Whereupon, at 11:35 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, subject to

the call of the Chair.)
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